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THE MEASTIREMENT OF ELECTRON SPIN 
RELAXATION TirviES OF IONS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION 

Dour;;t.as Cla.yton McCain 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, ,.. 
La1vrence Radiation Laboratory: 

Department of Chemistry 
University of California, Ber1\.eley, Californi.a 

ABSTRACT 

A new· type of spectroscopy· is described which uses dynamic nuclear 

polarization (DNP) as a signal to measure the amount o:f· po·,·rer saturatio:r: 

in an electron spin resonance (ESR) system. Tnis D~? spectrometer re-

.sponds only to the saturation parameter, and not to the total amount of 

power absorbed by the electron spin system.- It is therefore more· sensi-

tive for the determination of ~l' the longitudinal or electron spin-J.c.:'_:':.:i.ce 

relaxation time, than straight .detection in an ESR spec.trometer, but it 

has the limitation that it may only be used vrith certain liq_uid solutions. 

. .• -10 ~ 
Electron relaxation times, T

1
, as short as 10 seconds can be measu1~eci. 

The DNP spectrometer vras used to measure relaxation times of vaGtdy~-; 

. cupric, chromic and gadolinium ions in aqueous solution. Good agreerr,ent 

is obtained in compa1·isons of these experimental results ·with theoretical 

predictions of other authors. 

Linevridths mea.sured by conventional ESR spectroscopy 1·1ere used to 

study the reaction rate constants and complex ion stability constants of 

manganous ion in ac:,ueous solution vrith bromide, iodide, fluoride and 

sulfate ions. 

Similar linew·idth measurements were made on solution contain~ng 

both the nitrosodisulfonate anion and other para.:nagnetic species. Some 

types of interactio.n between paramagnetic species in solutions are dis·· 

cussed. 
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ELECTRON SPIN ?£Li\X)'\.'l'Im: ~:U•:.ES 

A. Introciuct:I.on 

Electron spin sy.s·cc::::s) s'J.ch as found .Lu c:.c;_ueous solutions of para-

·rn.agnetic ions_, exl1ibit comple)~ relaxa.lvion schernes ... In a niagnetic field, 

ions >·rith electron spin c;_uanf~u_.v:1 number-~ split into tvro levels. At any 

time a single ion may be found in some of these . .).. s-ea ve s: and it may at 

future times be found in the other. A large number of ions in a mediu..~ 

distl-ibute. themselves among the available levels to produce populations 

conforming to the usual Boltzmann ec;_uilibrium. If perturbed they re-

_turn to thermal ec;_uilibrium. This equilibration is usually assumed to 

be exponential ':rith a time constant defined as Tle. In addition spins 

may relax without changing state; they are said to lose spin coherence, 

or to dephase. All relaxation processes causing loss of coherence, in-

eluding T1~ mechanisms, contribute to a relaxation, also assumed to have 

exponential form, vrith time constant T2e. T2 e is related to the 11>·ridth" 

of.an energy state. Often T
1

e is called the longitudinal or spin-lattice 

relaxation time; T2 e is called transverse or spin-spin rel~{ation time. 

It is a.:Yelatively simple matter to determine the spin-spin re-

laxation times. T2 , from line ·widths of ·transition meta.l ions in . , e . . 

solution, and in most cases these fall in the range of 10-7 to 10-lO sec. 

The thermal spinrelaxation times, T
1 

, of the ions are much more e . 

difficult to measure and little experimental ·work has been done. Hm-r-

ev·er, these Tle values are important both the interpretation of the 

TGvlR. data of protons and o17 in aqueous solutions of these ions and for 

an understanding of the magnetic properties of these ions in solution. 
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A czynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) spectrometer has been developed 

which allows a measurement of the electronic Tle for transition metal 

ions in solution. This spectrometer determines the nuclear polarization 

of the protons in water after conditions of partial saturation of the 

electron spins of the transition metal ions. This spectrometer is 

-10 . 
capable of determining Tle values as short as 10 sec. even lf T2e 

is also that small. 

The classical method for measuring Tle is by power saturation of 

the resonance and direct detection of either a decrease in power ab

sorption or an increase in line width. 1 This is the obvious method, 

and it presents no special difficulties of theory or interpretation. 

Because of experimental difficulties, however; pure saturation has 

seldom been used to measure electron spin relaxation times. One great 

difficulty is the generation and handling of large amounts of continuous 

microwave power •. An ESR resonance with a width of one gauss has a 

6 -8 relaxation time of ab:)ut .5 x 10 sec. In order to saturate the line 

significantly one needs to induce transitions at a rate comparable to 

l/T1e. Wi~h typical apparatus this requires about one watt of micro

wave power which is the limit of power obtainable from the sources 

·commonly used for ESR. Many higher power sources are.too noisy for 

such work .or have other limitations. Since the power required to sat-

urate goes up as the square of linewidth (if T
1 

= T
2

) lines ten gauss 

wide are beyond the reach of conventional apparatus. 

Another difficulty with straight saturation is found in calculation 

of Tle from experimental numbers. 

2 

ESR absorption is proportional to 

H1 , the square of the ,oscillating microwave magnetic field. H 
2 

is 
1 

proportional to power, but the constant of. proportionality is a complicated 

function of many variables such as·cavity Q, cavity geometry, sample size, 

; . 

-• f 
I 
I· 

·; [ 
I 
t 

I 
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dielectric constant and loss, etc. One can measure these parameters 

with difficulty, or one can substitute a sample of known relaxation 

time. High power saturation efforts of this type resulted in notable 

failure, as will be discussed in an appendix to this work. 

2 The method of spin-echos developed by Hahn is the most commonly 

used method for measurement of relaxation times of l0-8 s~c. and longer. 

Equipment needed is sophisticated, but results are accurate and unam-

biguous. In order to use this method, one must produce high power 

pulses of microwave power with pulse widths c::msiderably less than Tle 

and pulse repetition rates about equal to 1/Tle' If Tle = 10-9 sec. 

the technology involved becomes very difficult. Pulses shorter than 

10-9 sec. are essentially impossible to generate and apply to the sample.· 

-10 . 
If T = 10 sec. the spin-echo method is quite impossible at reasonable le 

magnetic fields. For instance in a static magnetic field of 3000 gauss 

-10 one period of the'microwave frequency needed for resonance is 10 · sec. 

other methods have been devised. One3aapplies amplitude modulated 

microwave power to a sample. If an ESR resonance in the sample is 

saturated, nonlinearities in the power absorbed by the sample cause a 

variation in susceptability at the modulation frequency. A pickup coil 

next to the sample detects magnetic induction at the modulation frequency, 

and the amplitude and phase of the detected signal can be related to Tle' 

This method is good for times as short as 10-8 sec. for modulation 

frequencies of 10-7 sec. Attempts to measure much shorter relaxation 

times will encounter the same limitation as is found in the spin-echo 

method; it is impossible to modulate the source at rates comparable 

... ·. 
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It would se~11 that the only ueneral me-thod for rieasurin,C: "' T o ~ v.. le· 

shorter than 10-9 sec. must involve some kind of continuous ::: .. ::;.turo.tion 

and detection of a change in some steady state property of t:-:e 
3b 

system. 

This work describes such practical apparatus and applies it to 

several ions in aqueous solution. The relative Tle values have been 

measured for the eight hyperfine components of VO +2 
ion and co..'11parison 

4 "i 
is made to the theory of electron spin rela~ation developed by Kivelson. :/ 

Cu +2 ion has been studied at several terrrperatures and r.esults are compared 

·. -viith some theoretical predict ions . 

. +) . 
sec. vrere measured in Gd lon. 

-10 
Relaxation times as sho:rt as l. 5 X 10 · 

B. Theory of Dynamic Nuclear Polarization 

DynaT:'lic nuclear pola;rizati,on has been .extensively discussed, 
6' 7 but 

we shall review a small part of the theory. 

We will first give a short review of DNP following the treatment of 
"· 

. 6 1 
.Abragam. Assume a nucleus vrith a spin o.f 2 in a, large magnetic field. 

The nucleus is in a solvent liquid, such as ivater, containing dissolved 

·paramagnetic electrons, such as would be found in some transition metal 

·.ions. Electrons in the solution may relax through many mechanisms, 

most of which are independent of the nuclei, but the only relaxation 

mechanism for the nuclei is through a dipole-dipole interaction with 

·. electrons which may be written for. this case: (see Ref. 8) 

;M(dipole-dipole) = - 2(3~11 r-:3(A+B+C+D+E+F) 

>vhere A, B, . C, D, E, .and· F are the follovring operators r~presenting 

the·. indicated relaxation schemes: 
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6m Operator s 

2 
0 0 A= I S (l -)cos 8) 

z z 

±l .:t-1 B = -: ~I+S- + r_s)(l 
2 

- )cos e) 

l 0 } ' c 3 
IzS+) 

-i¢ 
0 .l = - ~I+Sz + sin8cos8e 

-1 0 
D - ~I_Sz + IzS_) sinGe osee i¢ 

0 -1 = 

l 1 E = 3 - s 4 .l+ + 
0 28 -2i¢ sln e 

-1 -1 3 F= 4 I_S_ 
0 2

8 
2i¢ Sln e 

Where 8 and ¢ are the spherical coordinates of the radius vector between 

the nuclear and electron dipoles with.the direction of the static field 

being the unique axis. 

The electron spins may be found in two states when the field is 

applied. The unperturbed upper and lower state with steady state popula-

tions n+ and n_ are separated by an energy 26, which is dimensionless 

and represents the energy splitting divided by kT. Nuclei such as 

protons with a positive gyromagnetic ratio will have an upper state, 

with population N _, and a lower state, with population N+ separated by 

a very small energy. This energy will be neglected. 

The rate·of change of the population N of the nuclear state 

M l . . b = - 2 lS gl ven y 

·' dN_ 

-~ 
dt 
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1·1here b, c 7 d; e; and f are the probabilities :per unit time of relaxa,-

tions induced by the mechanisms of the operators B, C, D, E,. and F 

respectively. \'!e nmv assume that the spectral intensit:C_es of B, C, D; 

E, anc.1 F are '\·rhite", that is, tha,t perturbations i.no.ucing transitions 

are Jete same at all freq_uencies. Expc:,nding the exponentials in the 

above eq_uation and keeping only linear terms: e.t full saturation of the 

electron resonance where n the steady state populat:i.ons N 

are given by 

N+ b(l + 6) + 2c + e(l 6) 
N b(l - 6) + 2d + f(l + 6) 

and I'J 
+ 

By integration over the angles G and ¢ it is found that the ratio 

of b:c:d:e:f 2:3:3:12:12. Therefore 

20 - 106 
20 + 106 

~ l - 6 

The upper level is more densely populated corresponding to an 

inversion of the normal Boltzmann distribution, and the difference in 

population is ·what v10uld result from an energy level separation half 

that of the electron states ra-';:.her than the much smaller nucleG,:r energy 

level separation. 

For a system of protons and one paramagnetic species with g = 2 

6 is about 330 times larger than the normal energy difference of protons 

in the same magnetic field. At full saturation of the electron resonance 

one could observe an emission signal 330 times larger than the usual 

absorption signal. If the nuclei have relaxation mechanisms other than 

dipole-dipole interaction with saturated electrons one expects a smaller 

emission signal. 
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In a later work, using a density matrix treatment, Abraga.m derives 

the same result in a ,more useful form. Changing nomenclature, the same 

result may be expressed as 

For a single paramagnetic species with S 

coupling with the protons in the solvent 

~ and with only dipole-dipole 

l a/ p < -2, where S and I are 
- 0 0 

the magnetizations produced by the spins' S and I (electron and nucleus) 

in the static magnetic field. For protons and electrons with g = 2, 

S
0 

= 660 x I
0

• These magnetizations are proportional to temperature 

because they are related to the thermally induced difference in popu-

lation between upper and lower states. < S > and < I > are the actual z z 

expectation values of the z component of these magnetizations under the 

conditions of the experiment and are observable quantities. Under 

saturation conditions < S > approaches zero. When an oscillating z 

,, magnetic field H
1 

cos · cot is applied at a frequency ill not on the exact 

resonant frequency ill then e 

< s > = z 

s 
0 

This result is the solution to the Bloch equations for conditions 

where H
1 

< < H. Subindex e refers to electron, not nuclear pro-

perties. ill is the natural Larmor frequency of the electron in the e 

static magnetic field and ill is the applied microwave angular frequency. 

In this apparatus, power'is limited and only partial saturation is 

obtained. Under these conditions 
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2 
Hl 

2 
T T l 'Y << e -'- le 2e 

and 

-S 2u 2T T 
o"~e "'1 le 2e < s > - s == 

( )2"' 2 z 0 
l + (J)-CJ.) 12 .. 

e e 

In fact, this approximation is only good to aboc:.t lj~ in these ex-

periments 2T..T 2 lvith vanad.yl ions .vrhere 'Y a" .T" T2 ~ .Ol. 
'e .L .Le e 

Irl other cases 

studied the approximation is better than 1%. 
2 

Absolute values of H
1 

are difficult to measure, and this is not 

attempted in these experiments, but since cavity design, and s~uple 

geometry are not variables and since cavity Q, changes little from· 

sample to sample, H
1

2 is pro:_::Jortional to incident povrer only ·and 

[< S > -S J o: z . 0 

vJe now define the enhancement, 

·quantity as· 

E- l -
<I > z 

I 
0 

S P. T T 
o ln le 2e 

2 2 
l + ( G.-'-m ) T 

e 2e 

E, >·rhich is an experimentally observable 

a[< S > -S ] z 0 . 

Since we operate at a fixed microwave frequency, w and S are constants 
0 

·but I is proportione,l to the static magnetic field H. In this case, 
0 

we have for a single kind of electron spin 

aP. T T ln le 2e 

The pre ceeding equation must be modified for ions vrith resolved 

hyperfine transitions. First, it must be suJwued over the different m 

values of the nuclear spin. In this case p must be replaced by 

.. 
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I \ 
p -· s( s 
m 

+ l) 

L 
() ; 6 
15 ' + 

\ 
\ 

l -,- m 2 'c2 ,J 
em 

2A
2 I ":x r,.] 

-!- -- I -----:::-........,""" ) \1 2 2)1· 
+ m ' I• em x :J 

2 2. 2 6 . 
"~llhere 5 = "' "\/ i1. 1: /:r· ' lS the correlation time for random movemen"c 

'I 1S c ' c 

of the ion, r is the distance betvreen nucleus and electron, A is the 

constant for scalar coupling and is zero in most cases, and T is the . X 

time constant for ch5'1lical exchange in and out of a scalar coupling 

s:Ltuation. T'ne values of cr are given by 
m 

CJ m = I( I 
r . \ 
I 5 I 10 

+ 1 ) ·I! 15 I --~2~-;:::-2 I -
._ \ 1 + mem 'c J 

2A2 ( T \l 
)
.., \ ____ x_·...,..._..,,.. t ! 
. 2 2 l i 

. 1 + (.L\ ' II: em x ...J 

The effect of the.p of every ion and m state in the solution must be 

included, but not every m state contributes equally to the total cr. 

So that to correct for overlapping absorptions 

P. 

I cr Tl T2 
EH 0: 

ln m ~er.J. em 
pH 2 T2 1 + ( (J)-<1) ~) 

m e.1u 2em 

Normally crm need not be considered a variable, but in the case of 

. the vanadyl ion a further complication arises because there are large 

tc:-cms in the spin relaxatio:.-1 1·rhich are not diagonal in m. They give 

a cross-relaxation so that < S > ~ - S / is not zero even if it does 
z m om 

not overlap \·ri th the transition m und.er conditions of partial saturo;Cion. 
c: 

Kivelson./ gives the T
1 

terns ,.,rhich are off-diagonal in m and contribute 

to cross-relaxation of the t:ype 
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o I< S > m "rn · z ,.J 

,~ J - ~) . 
orn 

The values of o , drop off rapidly as m and m' differ by more than unity. mm 

This effect can be included in the equation for J:Si by defining am as 

where o = 1 for m' = m. Calculation of o , will be described in a m'm m m 

later section. 

The DNP effect observed in a solution which flows through a micro-

wave cavity and then into an NMR coil outside the cavity will be some-

what weaker than the effect which would be observed inside the same 

cavity in a non-flowing sample. The observed enhancement, E b , and 
0 s 

the theoretical static enhancement, Estat' are related by 

E b 0 s 
E stat 

= 

tl 
-Tln 

(1·-e )e 

where t
1 

is the time spent in the cavity, t 2 is the time required to 

get from the cavity to the NMR coil and Tln is the nuclear spin-lattice 

relaxation in the bulk solution including contributions from any possible · . 

T1 process. The above equation is inexact because the saturating micro ... 

wave field inside the cavity is not a constant at all points along the 

sample and the radio frequency field in the ~ffi coil, therefore the NMR 

sensitivity,is also not constant over the sample. The times t 1 and t 2 

should ideally be replaced by something like (' H1
2dt, but to a reason-

'-' 

able approximation this is unnecessary. Observed enhancement is seen 

to be a function of equipment des:i.cn, flow rate and Tln' which i:.; itself 

a function of concentration of paramagnetic ions. By adjusting variables 

an optimum enhancement can be found. 
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In order to find absolute values of Tle' an exact expression for 

~ and known values for all parameters may be used. This is very 

difficult. Many sources of error are cancelled if two ions are ob-

served in the same solution. One of the ions is used as a standard Tle' 

An examination of the expressions for p and a vrill shm.; that if A m m 

is zero (no scalar coupling), ajp = -
2
1 for all ions at low fields (low w ) em 

and that at higher fields £ is a function of T and tends to zero. At p c 

the fields used here £ is not a strong function of T and reasonable 
p c 

estimates of ·:r will be good enough for calculation. If T c c 
3 X 10-ll 

10 -l a and w = 10 sec , and if scalar interaction is unimportant, - = p .487. 
a For most work variation in p from one type of ion to another will be 

neglected. Manganous ion is one exception; here scalar coupling is 

strong. 

The bulk nuclear Tln of a solution is influenced by paramagnetic 

ions and9 

C [M] = C ' [ n] ( a + p) 

where (l/T
1 

). is the contribution of the particular kind of ion to the n l 

total 1/Tln' C' is a constant depending on a great many factors and is 

different for each kind of ion, and [M] is the molar concentration of 

the ion. Constants C are rather easily measured and can probably be 

found in the literature for any interesting ion. 

For a solution with several different ions, i, 

'~ 1 1 
,--, a .T1 .T2 . 

E1t ex P. ) ml eml eml 
ln T. piH ( )2m 2 l 1 + ro-w . 1 . 

i i m eml 2eml 

sec. 

The above equation can be used in all cases, even if ::;calar coupling 

exists and a I 1 In such cases a and p must be known, but many ions p 2' 
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have been investigated sufficiently that these value~~ cD.n be derived 

from the literature. 

Calculation can be considerably simplified in some practical cases. 

Imagine a solution containing two ions. Both contribute equally to 

nuclear T1n; * is the same for both; lines of one do not overlap lines 

of the other; Ha and ~ are the fields at the line centers of species 

a and b respectively. If one works at constant power, 

= 
~ TleaT2ea 

Ha TlebT2eb 
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··C. Experimental 

1. Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) Spectrometer 

·' 
In our dynamic nuclear polarization spectrometer, the high power 

S-band microwave energy necessary for saturation is supplied by a 

Raytheon QK625 backward wave oscillator. This tube can supply variable 

amounts of power from 50 to about 250 watts at frequencies between 2500 

and 3300 me. Power supplies used to operate the tube must be very well 

regulated to keep the output stable because both frequency and power 

level are strong functions of input voltages. 

Voltages required are 10 volts at 2 amperes for the heater, ~.ooo 

volts (approximately) at 300 rna. on the delay line, 650 to 1100 volts 

at 1 rna. on the accelerator and -850 volts at up to 50 rna on the sole. 

Heater voltage is supplied by a Sola constant voltage transformer. Well 

regulated DC was tried on the filament but no change in either stability 

or output noise was found. Sole voltage, -850 volts, comes from a Kepco 

model 1220C supply. 500 to 1000 volts at 1 rna. for the accelerator is 

from a J. F. Fluke model 412A. 

Delay line voltage is provided by a Kepco model 1250B, 0-1000 volt, 

500 rna. power supply in series with a fixed 3500 volt, 500 rna. supply. 

The fixed supply was: designed for this purpose because no manufacturer 

was found to have a .unit available which could meet the severs regula-

tion requirements. BWO delay line tuning sens.itivity is approximately 

.4 me. per volt. If the tube's power is being run into a cavity ivith 

a Q of 3000 and critical coupling, a drift of .5 me. will cauce the 

reflected power to rise from zero to half the incident pmrer. This 

half me. change (approximately one volt in the power supply) i-lill cause 

the experimental data to change by 5o%. In fact, reflected povrer 
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·practical use regulation is good to about .l volt ou-'c o:::· D:JO volts 

'lvith 'a typical 250 ma. load. Ripple is at most ,::;_ vo]_~:,. The 3500 volt 

fixed supply as built uses a 304TL series regulJ.to:c t-:J.-oc 7 a 6m<A control 

tube and a high gain DC 8,mplifi er 1·ri th 12/-0;:7 s. 

One electrode on the tuoe ( "che c.ccc::_crator) v-aries output po·vrer 
I 

with al.tuost no frequency variation. other electrodes (the sole and 

delay line) vary frequency vi th little effect on po•...rer. 

Micr01vave pmver as shmm in Fig. l travels through an isolator 

-vrhich prevents damage to the RW from the large reflected po-vrer en-

countered during tune-up. An E-H tuner located after the isolator 

opt;Lmizes enE¥rgy transfer to the cavity. If a critically coupled 

cavity ~s used, and that is the best arrangement, no E-H tune1· is. ne.eded. 

In order to calculate specific enhancements, the pover incident on 

the cavity must o.e knmm accurately. Some of the pcrvrer traveling to1·tarcl 

the cavity is sampled by a 10 db. directional coupler from Hhich it is 

se.nt through an FXR 0 to 50 db. attenuator (model Sl64A), into a Narda 

• model 534 bolometer holder containing a Narda N605 bolometer, A Eewlett-

Packard 430 CR microwave power meter indicates the pm·rer reachine; the 

. bolometer. D,uring the study of VO +2 ions, uncertainties in poHer 

measurement are believed to have been a major source of inaccuracy, 

resulting in a scatter of about ± Y/a in the measured specific enhcmce-

ments. 

Another directional coupler -vrl th an attenuator, crystal detector and 

crystal current meter indicates the pocrer reflected from the co.vity. 

During runs this signal is used to keep the rnicrmrave frc::qucncy ezo.ctly 

on cavity resonance. Crystal current is. constantly 'ilo..tcl1ed. If the 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of dynamic nuclear polarization spectrometer. 
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BWO begins to drift, a slight adjustment may be made in the l•OOO volt 

delay line power supply. For this purpose, a fine voltage hand ad-

justment covering a range of five volts is provided. RvO drift as the 

tube warms up is found to be within this five volt correction range, 

although for the first 15 seconds after high voltage is. applied about 

a volt of drift is observed. After 30 seconds drift is very slow. At 

one time a cavity lock device was employe~. Low level FM on the BWO 

sensed the cavity resonance and feed-back circuits adjusted ~10 fre-

quency to the resonance center. This circuit was £ound to be unnecessary. 

It is easier to set the frequency by hand' and make small adjustments as 

necessary. 

The cavity itself is a unique, perabolic design, which was chosen 

after considerable experimentation with alternate designs. It is de-

rived from a rectangular TE
011 

mode cavity with the narrow rectangular 

wall replaced by a.parabola. Since the perturbation is in a nodeless 

dimension, little change in resonant frequency of this mode is expected, 

and the only change in RF magnetic field distribution will be an increase 

in field intensity at the narrow (sample) end of the cavity.· 

Another analysis is to consider it a waveguide section of complex 

10 shape. ~he wave equation for parabolic waveguides is exactly separab~e 

and a solution has been obtained. 11 The cavity is constructed of 0.01 

inch silver sheet, soft soldered at all joints. Included is a "T" 

shaped quartz sample tube, 7 mm. O.D., near the focus of the parabola. 

A Q of about 5000 has been observed with the sample tube empty. With 

the O.OlM salt solutions normally used, Q is about 3000 with nearly 

critical coupling at 3110 me. Dimensions are given in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. l. Parabolic S-band cavity used in DNP spectrometer. The arrows 

show the direction of sar:nple flow. 
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One can calculate the micrul'lave frequency ll12.[;rwt:ic fi('l.d in such a 

cavity with the simple assumption that the field at the sample is the 

same as that in a cavity with the same Q of 3000, a 1-lidth equal to that 

of the parabolic section at the sample (say 7 mm.) and a TE011 rectangular 

mode. Such an assumption gives H1
2 8.1P at the sample, where P is 

power in watts and H
1 

is in gauss. A conventional S-band cavity 

7.2 x 3.4 x 13.9 em. with a TEb12 mode and Q = 6000 would have H1
2 

= LOP. 

Attempts were made to alter the dimensions of rectangular cavities with-

out improving the results. Cylindrical cavities cannot be used since 

they do not fit into the 2-5/8" magnet gap. Dynamic polarization 

signals produced by saturation in rectangular quartz filled and air 

filled cavities were observed to be much less than in the parabolic 

cavity. In the other c'avities DNP is almost undetectable in Cu +2 

solutions. 

The solutions are flowed through the cavity in order to limit tern-

perature rise and to optimize both NMR s'ensitivity and cavity geometry. 

Sample solution is ~flowed into.both ends' of the 5 mm. ID. quartz sample 

tube and nut at the center through the 3 mm. tube containing the NMR coil. 

The optimum flow rate'· for' .o~ VO -t2. was 0'.9 £/min. At this flow rate the 

power used for saturation (normally. 70 t'o 100 watts) will cause a tem

perature rise of less than 1.5~C for the solution inside the cavity. 

The sample is continuously recycled by pumping with an immersible "Teel" 

pump (model 1P597). Just before entering the cavity the sample passes 

through a coiled stainless steel heat exchanger which is immersed in a 

water bath. 

The object of this design is to leave the sample in the microvra.ve 

magnetic field for a time long compared to the nuclear relaxation time 
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Tln' then to get it out of the cavity and into tl1e I'J)Il\ coil :Ln a time 

short compared to Tln. This is because polarization both builds up and 

decays exponentially with the time constant Tln. As a measure of the 

success in achieving this, the observed polarization in the apparatus 

described is about one-half that vrhich vrould be obtained in the same 

cavity if the sample were not flmring. Nuclear relaxation times Tlr
1 

in 

water are inversely proportional to the concentration of paramagnetic 

ions, therefore the optirrrum flow rate is proportional to paramagnetic 

ion concentration. 

The NMR is a conventional, transistorized, marginal oscillator, 

. similar to the one used by Singer. 12 The circuit uses a silicon 2N3638 

PNP oscillator and a silicon 2N3569 NPN detector replacing the trru1-

sisters used by Singer. Bias circuits are changed appropriately. 

At 1000 gauss protons in pure water can be seen rather nicely on 

a scope. Here Tln = 3 sec. 

homogenieties. Using phase 

liquid vc14 at 9000 gauss. 

doped until Tln = .1 sec. 

-2 and T2n = 10 sec. due to magnet in-

detection, 35cl and 37 Cl could be seen in 

The samples used in DNP experiments vTere 

Signal-to-noise is very good is such cases. 

Magnetic field modulation and phase detection are used and the 

signal is displayed on a recorder. The NMR frequency is also used to 

measure the static magnetic field which is generated by a Varian 6 inch 

electromagnet. 

In a typical experiment, the DC magnetic field is swept back and 

forth over a very small range covering the NMR line. NMR signals are 

recorded with microwave power off for several sweeps, then vrith power on, 

then off, then on, etc. During the power-on periods, the microwave fre-

quency is kept exactly on the cavity resonance, and power input is noted. 
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The average signal inter;.si ty ( ht;ic:~t from NlJ\ dc:::iv:l Live: peale to 

peak) is found and a specific enho.l>cc:·:Jent E
100 

computed. 

(1 - ave. sitznal 1·rith pmv-er on ) 
ave. signal 1·ri th power off 

100 
power input in watts 

E
100 

is the elli"lancement normalized to that which 1-.rould be observed 

at 100 watts output. From a number of experiments it has been concluded, 

in agreement with expectations for short Tle' that at any given field, 

E100 is independent of the actual power input used. At very high 

powers (higher than are normally used, say 150 watts and up) a slight 

11 enhancement" which is independent of DC magnetic field can be ob-

served. This is probably due to heating of the water sample and sub-

sequent change in NMR level. 

Specific enhancements are measured at a number of fields chosen 

to coincide with line centers or simply regularly spaced fields used 

for research purposes. Enhancements are then plotted as a function of 

field to give an enhancement spectrum. 

The quantity E100 is dependent upon flow rate, cavity Q and a 

number of experimental variables. Within a run these variables are 

constant and with certain assumptions precise relative values for T
1 e 

can be calculated from E100 values. The precision of these determinations 

is primarily limited by our ± 3% uncertainty in the determination of 

power input. 

2. · Lovr Pmv-er ESR SJ?ectrometer 

The s.band electron spin resonance (ESR) spectrometer used for the 

measurement of the electronic T2 at 3,000 me. is of fairly conventional 

design. A Hewlett-Packard 8616A signal generator produces up to 50 rrM. 



of power, which passes through an isolc.,tor ir1to e.. m·,i~ic-tc:.; ~;rpe rc-

flection spectrometer. Modulation, amplification, and ph1.se detection 

are accomplished by a Varian V4560 100 kG. field modulation andcontrol 

unit. 

'The one unusual feature of this spectrometer is its cavity which 

is made of a block of fused quartz 2-13/16 11 
X l-5/1611 

X 3/8" >'lith a 

3/16" hole drilled through the exact center of the 2...;13/l6"x 3/8" faces. 
. -4 

The block is coated with silver on five sides to a thickness of 2 X 10 

inch. This was done by rotating it in a vacuum over a pot of boiling 

silver. Several other methods of coating which were tried gave un-

~. f t lt Dur. th f 3/811 X l-5/16" sa\,lS ac ory resu s. lng e process, one ace, 

was masked off, as was the inside of the 3/16" hole through the block. 

The coated block was soft soldered to a sheet of 0.01 inch silver sheet 

with a 3/8" coupling hole,· the uncoated face butting against the sheet 

· and centered on the coupling hole. The 0.01 inch sheet vias soldered, 

with the coupling hole centered, to the open end of an S-band copper 

waveguide. The whole cavity was then coated with epoxy glue for 

rigidity and to preserve the silver coating. Modulation coils, l-l/2 11 

in diameter, were attached to the broad faces of the cavity. See Fip. 3. 

SQch a cavity has several advantages. It was first designed for 

saturation work. 
2 

By calculation, at the sample H1 = 2.3P, a somewhat 

larger field than can be produced in rectangular air filled cavities. 

It is however impractical for high power because the quartz heats in-

ternally. Some real advantages are apparent • The quartz' cavity is 

physically stable and small so that it fits nicely into a ~gnet. 

Also 100 kc. modulation is difficult to apply to the normal size, air 

filled S-band cavity because of its dimensions. 
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Fig. 3. Quartz S-band cavity used in ESR spectrometer. The outside 
of the cavity is silvered and it is attached at the upper end to S-band 
wave guide. 



The cavity resonant frequency is 3120 me and the unloaded Q. is 

about 4500. The observed sensitivity of this spectrometer for V0+2 in 

aqueous solution is just about equal to that of the Varian X-band, 100 kc 

modulated, V4500 spectrometer. One normally would expect that a 3000 

me spectrometer should be less sensitive than one using 9000 me. TI1e 

difference is made up by the possible use of a larger sample, because 

water solutions are less lossy at the lower frequency, and by the cavity 

design. For convenient temperature control the sample is pumped through 

a heat exchanger coil in a water bath, and continuously recycled. 

X-band measurements were made with a Varian V4500 spectrometer. 

Figure 4 show·s the X-band spectrum. of . OlM VOS04 taken at 30°C 

and 9070 me. For comparison Fig. 5 show'S the same solution at 30° and 

3120 me. Note that lines in the S-band spectrum are much wider and less 

evenly spaced than those in Fig. 4. 

3. Samples 

voso4 solutions were made by dissolving a weighed amount of 

voso4 • 5¥'20 in water. VO(Cl04 )2 solutions were made by adding the pro

per amount of Ba(Cl04 )2 to a VOS04 solution and filtering out the Baso4 

precipitate. 1~ese solutions gave negative tests for the presence of 

+2 -2 - +2 Ba , so4 , and Cl • To slow· the air oxidation of VO , all solutions 

w·ere adjusted to pH 3 w·ith HCl04. Cuso4 solutions were made by dissolv

ing known runount of euso4 • 5~0. 

+2 A number of studies at different concentrations of VO in the 

dynamic polarization spectrometer show that for measuremcHts of relative 

Tle of hyperfine components, concentration is not an important variable. 

In the EGR spectrometer, too, it j_s fom1d that l:i.ne-vridth of ucru.eous 

VO( Cl01t )2 solutions is almost ind.epend.ent of concentration up to 0. lM. 

i 
) 
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Fig. 5. ESR spectrum of 0.01 M VOS0
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at 3120 me and 30°C. 



The self broadening reported5 in solutions of nent:,·:;J van:1ci;(l :tcctyl~u::etonute 
+2 

molecules is not found he:re presur:w:bly because charges on the VO ions 

keep them apart. 

Samples were not degassed. Experiments ·with solutions saturated 

in 02 indicate the broadening at 30° due to oxygen fr~m dissolved air 

is less than 0.1 gauss. 

voso4 solutions exhibit an excess linewidth which is linear in 

sulfate concentration. This excess is about .34 gauss in .OlM voso4 
at 30°C. It is presumed to result from ion pa).r).ng or complex ion 

formation similar to that found in the manganous sulfate solutions 

discussed in a later section of this work. 

Temperature is a very important variable and one that is difficult 

to control. Since the 'temperature varies through the cavity, an un-

certainty of at least one degree must be expected. Temperature was 

monitored by a mercury thermometer immersed in the solution at the 

pump. This temperature, which might represent an average temperature 

of the system, varied between 28° and 30° 1 although attempts were made 

to keep it at 29°. An estimated 1° rise in temperature in the cavity 

brings the sample to a nominal 30°. In any case, 'it is not likely to 

i, A change of 1 causes about a one percent 

change in linew·idth at these temperatures. 
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ESR Spectra of VO(H 0) +2 
---=------...:... 24-

Vanadyl ion may be described by a spin Hamiltonian of the form: 

~ S • g. • H + I • A · S where g and A are tensors. 

In low viscosity solutions anistropies average out. 'I'o second order, 

the observed transitions with 6M = ± l and 6m = 0 at an excitation fre
S 

quency (1) are, where m is the projection of the nuclear spin I 

2 
h (1) = gRH + Am + l/2 a2 [ I(I + l) - m ] 

f-' • g~H 

A = l/3 (A + A + A ) 
X y Z 

g = l/3 ( g . + g + g ) • 
X y Z 

At X-band, the eight hyperfine transitions are observed at just the fields 

predicted, but at S ... band small third order corrections are necessary. 

At a frequency of 3110 me., the frequency used for the DNP experi-

ments, line centers were measured at fields of 697.4, 777.5, 868.6, 

971.5, 1086.8, 1217.7, 1359.3, and 1512.3 for the m = -7/2 through the 

m = + 7/2 transitions. Interest, however, attaches to the fact that 

the lines are all of different widths. In the spectrum shown in Fig. 3 

all eight lines have the same integrated intensity but different widths 

give a complex, unsymmetrical pattern. 

Rodgers and Pake13 studied this line width variation utilizing a 

lj. 5 
theoretical treatment by Kivelson. The more recent paper considers 

more terms and has given good agreement for.vanadyl acetylacetonate in 

liquid toluene. In order to make quantitative use of this theory we 

need values for the anisotropic elements of the Hamiltonian. 

VO(H2o)
5

+2 has c4v symmetry and an axial spin Hamiltonian containinc; 
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and Follo-vring the 

the X-band spectrum of O.lEi. voso4 in 5.26!2_ HClo4 -vms examined as a 

eutectic at 100°K. This glass gave an easily assigned 16 line spectrwn 

and the resulting anisotropic constants are given in Table I. These 

values for g and A/gf3 are in good agreement with the spectrum in 

aqueous solution. At S-band in O.D~ voso4 the measured values are 

g~ = 118 gauss and g = 1.962, while the X-band glass spectrum has 

A/ gf3 = 119.5 gauss and g = 1. 9623. Rodgers and Pake 
13 

find A/ r;f3 = 118 

gauss and g = 1.9624 in water solution and refer to other authors with 

similar results. Glass spectra are not expected to reproduce the exact 

isotropic constants because the medium is different. Sometimes the 

difference is great as in Cu +2 in 5.26M HClb4 glass where A/gf3 = 53 

gauss14 while A/gf3 = 36.gauss in water solution. The crystal field of 

Cu +2 is due to a weakly bound and easily· distorted group of water mole

cules. Discrepancies would be expected to be less dramatic in vo+2 

where the strong bond to the oxygen is so ifnportant it dominates the 

crystal field. Even in organic chelates containing the V0+2 ion A and 

g are approximately the same as in aqueous solution. In vanadyl ace

tylacetonate for instance g = 1.969 and A/ gf3 = 107 gauss. 5 Of course 

it is practically impossible to make a good glass vTith just water, so one 

is always faced with these problems, but a worthwhile check on these 

results could be obtained from V0+2 in'a glycerine-water glass. 

Line widths of the eight hyperfine ~omponents were measured by two 

methods. The separation of the positive and negative pcal<::c in the first 

derivative spectrum can be directly measured. One can also mea::mre the 

relative height of the signal between the positive and necative pe:aks. 
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3. ) +0 The Ma.gnctic Paramete:;~s for VO( H20 
5 

~ 

gl = 1.9778 gil = 1.9312 

g = 1/3 (gil + 2g,) = 1.9623 
l. 

l:::g = gil - gl = --0.0466 

Al 
= 76.5 gauss 

AJI 
= 205.4 gauss 

gf3 gf3 

A 1 
(Ajj + 2 Al) 119.5 gauss gf3 = 3gf3 -

b 2 
(A/I Al) 86.0 gauss 

@3" = 3gf3 - = 

a Derived from a "glass" spectrum in 5o26!i HC104 at l00°K. 
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e:·:peri:nentc:..l error. 

For instance, at e-0~--: 'iC·SC 1. at )120 me. 
~, 

line"\·Iidths n1easurccl. directl;y fou:1o_ t 0 oe 21.16 ± e lCG for t~:e 

· l · ( -/2' 2- '7 ~o c ~ · , ~ J' • ~ - 1· narroHes-c _lne m == -) ;, ).O, ± .;:::. -:tor -cne .LOi'i .LleJ..Q lne 

( 7/2 ) " - 0 2 ) .L - C ' ~ , ' - • " n • " d m = - ; and. ) . ~ ~ .) .q :tor --cne nlgn r lel_ line + 7/2). 

Ratios of these.line>.;idths are 1:1.213 ± ·Ol · 1 42o ± .014 1·:hich com-.. .J... • ...I.. a ./. 

pare very well "l·rith the reciprocal square roots of the line heights, 

1:1.213 ± .01:1.434 ± .01. 

Relative line height measurements are both easier and more precise 

than line Vlidth measure:-:1en .. Cs: so for tl1is vrort\. the nar:.~o-r,·.rest line 

(m = -3/2, the third line up fran lmr field) ·vras measureci ciirectly 

and other line v;idths \·rere calculated from line heights. This sa111e 

method has been useci by Kivelson5 and Rodgers and P&J:e13 vrho also found 

that line heights and line 1Tidths measured the saJne quantity. 

Hilson and. Kivelson5 snmr that T. and T can be fit bv a po1·rer 
· .Le 2e J -

series in m vrhich i·re shall lv.cite as: 

i/T · 
.· le 

1/T 2e 

vihere a/ is a relaxation due to any mechanism not considered in the 

theory. 

Taole II compares measured line i·rldths irith t!1ose calculat12cl from 

an e~~nirical fit to the pm112r series 12quation. It can be ::;ccn that the 



m 

- 7/2 

5/2 

- 3/2 

- 1/2 

+ 1/2 

+ 3/2 

+ 5/2 

+ 7/2 

\]> 

S-~·~.ni 

E~·~pt ~ 
a, 

25.67 

22.45 

21.16 

21.39 

22.77 

24.93 

27.44 

30-34 
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C3.l.d C3.l. b X-lJG .. nd 
:S:·:r/c. 0 

c 

25.67 15.31 15.82 

22.54 12.92 l2.92 

21.20 11.71 11.67 

21.37 12.01 12.00 

22.63 1).78 1).78 

24.84 16.86 

27.49 21.24 2l.)2 

30.32 27.00 26.90 

a At 3120 me., 30-5° ± 
to peak. 

50 c . .L. .f.' ~. J d . . . . . unlvS are gauss irom Ilrsc erlvaGlVe peak. 

0 
Using a2 = 21.90, ~2 = 1.333, ~2 = .4977, o2 = -.0544. 

e A.L. 0070 30.0° ± -l_°C.· v 7 me., 

-.0157. 

.. 
I 
I 

I 

' 
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four parameters do fit eight linewidths accept:~b:Ly. Sc:;_ti:.e~r ;lne to ex-

perimental error shows an average dc~viation of .05 gauss at S-band and 

.OL~ gauss at X ... band. Theoretical values for a:J i3, 'Y and 5 can be Cic-

rived from the contributions given in Tables III and IV of Kivelson's 

Paper. 5 

With the assumption of Lorentzian line shape Table III compares 

experimental linewidth parameters with those calculated from Kivelson's 

rather complicated equations. To perform this calculation, one needs 

to know b, a, and t::g, all of which are given in Table I. One must also 

estimate the rotational correlation time T • In Kivelson' s model T is 
c c 

the tumbling time for the VO(H2o)
5
+2 complex. Since we neither know the 

effective radius of this complex nor the microscopic viscosity of \vo.ter 

only approximate values of T can be obtained from De bye's equation. If 
c 

-lJ one uses a radius of 3.3A and macroscopic viscosity then T -) x 10 ·cec. 
c 

Values near 3 X 10-ll sec. are commonly used in similar studies on other 

aqueous solutions. An examination of Table III will show that no one 

value of T can fit all the data exactly J but that 3 x 10 -ll sec. is a c 

reasonable compromise. Smaller values give poorer fit to -y2 and larger 

values do not fit i32 . -y2 and 52 are fit rather well, considering the model. 

Hydrated ions might be expected to deviate more from the theory than the 

vanadyl acetylacetonate used by Kivelson5 because of the more intimate 

solvent-ion interactions. 

Note that the ~2 predicted at S-band is considerably larger than 

"' the measured value, and that a2 , which is the difference between pre-

dicted and observed values of a2, is about twice as large at S-band as 

it is at X-band. No reasonable variation of anisotropic constants will 

close the gap between a2/ at S-band and at X-band since the major 



Table III 

Experimental and Theoreticala Line\-ridth Parameters For .OJ.!i voso4 At 30° C. 

Parameter 

c 
X-band 

a2 

t32 

')'2 

52 

d 
S-band 

a2 

t32 

')'2 

52 

Expt. 

12.72b 

1. 78 

. 705 .. 

.0157 

21.901:) 

1.333 

.4977 

.054h 

'c = 3.5 
-ll . 10 sec. 

9-59 
·- . ~ 

2.51 

.685 

- .0184 
. '· ~.:-. ,. ,,. -

16.01 

2.84 

.604 

- .0535 

Theoretical 

1" = 3.0 c 

8.87 

2.16 

10-11 

.581 

- .0158 

lh.43 

2.33 

.512 

- .0459 

sec. 1" 
c 2.5 -1) 10 - sec. 

8.13 

.1.80 

.476 

- .0131 

12.64 

1.95 

.h22 

- .0393 

a c··l~"l-~·.=.··· ~')·-···· -'-.+- . '"'Pbl I "'.J..h'. ~"'"' ' r1 f -~-. -,.,-'-'i~':c>r"-c· 'n r-·-·blo~ IIT ~r 1 T".i f'- .r• .-,-. r ·~ l .,;; '-·'-< o:,l,_,l J. _v .. l U·:-v.::. ln 1~· _e 0..!. L .lS p~ . ..,.,..:r c.t!..... r . ..!.!l C•_l;_,,!.!. -\....l.~,;t,.,.;;, l .. lc.. , .. ~ _,l,. :;.,_!Q -V o_ rE:J. (;_ e_,ce ' 
e.ssb::-.bs the C:)!Telation tL";les listed. 

l, 

v !·\'::t~urel \'C:.l',:es of a: include other co11tributions ex • 
c 
90~0 r:c., 

d -,,,., ~·-· 
) .L:::\.• .. :.__ •• 

.50 ± l 
0 c. 

~~ ~ ~ ~0" 
~V·~- •/ ~. 

I 

'-'' \.>1 
I 



difference predicted by the theory depends 

difference could perhaps be made up by the 

1:;. ") 

only on 1/ ( 1 + w'- T c j. Tnc 
c 

terms in (~) 2 which Kivelson 
(Jj 

says he discarded in his calculations. They would be much more im;)ortant 

at S ... band than they are at X-band. 

The data given are for VOS04. Solutions of either Voso4 or 

VO(Clo4)2 of up to .03~ have identical values of ~2 , ~2 and o2 . a2 is 

a function of concentration in voso4 and is increased by .34 gauss at 

.OlM. a2 for any VO(Cl04)2 solution below .03!i is independent of con

centration and is the same as the extrapolated zero concentro.tion vosoh 

value. Above .05!i parameters of both voso4 and VO(Cl04)2 deviate from 

their low concentration values. For example, in .1~ VO(Clo4)2, a2 = 

13.00 gauss at X-band. 

Some ivork was done on voso4 solutions at other temperatures. These 

followed the temperature dependence expected from the macroscopic 

viscosity with al' having almost no temperature dependence. This in

dicates little spin-rotation contribution. 15 More extensive work
16 

has 

also been done on VO(Clo4)2 solutions over a wide temperature range. 

E. Vanadyl Ion Tle 

Enhancements, E100, were measured at a number of fields. Most of 

these fields did not exactly coincide with the center of a hyperfine 

absorption line. In Figure 6 a plot of· normalized, measured enhance-

ments is superimposed on Lorentzian line shape functions vrhich were 

calculated to have widths equal to those observed in the low pov1er ESR. 

The absorption line shown is centered on the m = 1/2 hyperfine transi-

tion. A slight upturn at both edges of the figure is due to overlap 

contributions from the m = -1/2 and m = 3/2 transitions. The excellent 
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Fig. 6. The enhancement spectrum in the region of the m = 1/2 tran
sition of vo+z. The points are experimental and the curve uses 
Lorentzian line shape functions with line widths derived from the 
ESR spectrum. 
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fit between experimental points <?Xti the tl!eOl"eti.cal cul·v,: sl:,Y:.'s ·~J1;1.t He 

are justified in assuming a Lorentzian line shape 1·1hen '•-'<~ an:J.lyzc our 

data. 

In order to use more of the data, points measured at fields which 

were near the line centers were corrected to a line center value. This 

correction was made by the assumption of a Lorentzian line shape Hith a 

T2 derived from the line width observed in the low pmrer ESR spectrum. e -

Corrected values calculated in this way agreed well 1-iith measured .line 

center E
100 

values. Both kinds of points were averaged together tb give 

line center E
100 

values for each run. Average line center E
100 

values 

varied a bit from one run to the next. For example, in .0112 VO(Cl04)2, 

E100 for m = 1/2 ranged between the limits of .3029 and ,)1+77. The 

causes of this experimental scatter are not fully understood, but it 

was noted that enhancements were more consistent than tr.t:i.::; \vithin the 

data for any single run. Perhaps this scatter is partly caused by 

differences in the concentration of HCl04 which might have an effect on 

cavity 11Q11 or microwave penetration of the solution (a "skin effect"). 

Another possible variation is in the setting of the attenuator in the 

power monitoring equipment. An error of .6 db in resetting this 50 db 

attenuator would account for all of the observed discrepancy. So to 

eliminate errors from these spurious effects, each day's data is re-

normalized, assigning that same run m == 1/2 enhancement an arbitrary 

value of 1.0. Normalized data from all days are then averaged together. 

The m == 1/2 line was chosen as a standard because it is in the center of 

the spectrum, lending convenience, and because it \vas given much more 

··, attention than other line. 
,. :·· :-.•' 

During each run it was frequently meacured 
.. ·, -~:.. :-. '; . 

for standardization. 
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Utilizing the theoretical equation l7£Ul t. i pJ.j_ (~0::~ t}1 C!. n01'1l1:.\ l-

izcd enhancement of each hyperfine transition by the avcr:1cc n.:'.,:;nctic 

field used in its measurement and by the linewidth observecl in the lO\v 

power ESR. Numbers obtained in this way are nearly proportional to 'I'le" 

Other corrections which may be applied are small but, important. The P 

correc'j:;ion factor was calculated using the formula in the theoretical 

section and measured line center fields and with the asruJEption that 

- -11 
T = 3 X 10 sec. The observed enhancements should be rr.ultipliecl by 

c 

this correction. Since the correction is a small one, it is not necessary 

to know T to better than one significant figure. The experimental 
c 

apparatus, involving a flow system, makes enhancement a function of the 

total value of Tln. If Tln is increased, enhancement docs not build up 

to as large a value during the time the sample spends inside the micro-

·wave cavity. If Tln is decreased, enhancement decays more rapidly and 

falls to a lower value before reaching the NMR detection coil. Tbese 

effects would require a magnetic field correction for an arbitrary 

concentration of vo2+i6ns. In .OlM vo2+ at the flow rate used Tln is 

such that the observed enhancements are nearly independent of any small 

changes in Tln caused by changing the magnetic field. Beyond the limits 

of .005~ and .02~ enhancement becomes a strong function of Tln" 

Approximate cr corrections were calculated from the terms in Tables 

+ + + + + III and IV of reference 5 such as s-I , s-I- and s-I • Included in . z 
+ 

s-I is a contribution due to other mechanisms a , which is the measured z 

difference between Ki velson' s theory and experiment. We make 'the rea-

"' sonable assumption that a
1 
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c are zero) one finds for instance ti1at for the m "" -7/2 :;i.::1:t.e, rc l~1t i ve 

transition probabilities are S±I == 2 .63, s±r\= .15, :.::.nd S:!I±"' .6). 
z 

Assuming that the amount of saturation in all other states (m I -7/2) 

is negligible, one finds to fair approximation that 100 x 2.6)/(2.63 

+ .15 + .65)== 77% of all Tle relaxation in the m == -7/2 state occurs 

+ 
through the s-r mechanism and that 23% of relaxation involves a chanc;e z 

of m state. At the line center field of the m == -7/2 transition, 

m = 3110 me. and a transition m == -7/2 ~m == -5/2 has an effective em 

m ~ 3020 me. so that a -7/2 ~ -7/2 a 1/1 + (3.11 x 109 x 2n) 2(3 x l0-
11

)
2 

em 

== • 741.~ and a -7/2 ~ -5/2 a . 754· then the a for a pure m == -7/2 ~ m "" -7/2 

transition is .744 (.77 + .23/2) / .77 X .744 + .754 X .23/2 == .9985 

times the effective a. The results of a more elaborate cctlculation not 

assuming for instance that adjacent states ro·e completely unsaturated, 

give the results shown in Table Dr. 

It can be seen from Table IV that these a corrections are no larc;er 

than an optimistic estimated experimental error in relative E100 .of ±1%. 

Data are treated by multiplying all normalized, overlap corrected 

E100 values by the appropriate linewidths, including the small differences 

between voso4 and VO(Clo4)2, and then applying other corrections to give 

a number proportional to 1/Tle' The equivalent of the 0.34 gauss excess 

linewidth of sulfate, assumed to be a Tle contribution, is added to the 

VO(Cl04)2 data to make it comparable with VOso4 • Numbers were then 

renormalized and averaged together. The result is a set of eight numbers 

which are proportional to 1/Tle' although the constant of proportionality 

is not known. These numbers are given at the bottom of Table IV. 



Table IV 

Enhancement Data and Correction Factors For .OlM V0+2 at 30°C. 

-
m -7/2 -5/2 -3/2 -1/2 1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 

Sulfate 
l. !~05( 2 ) 1,!~883 ( 2 ) 1.3471 ( 2 ) 1.1892( 3 ) 1.0000( 2 ) .8127( l~) .6728( 2 ) .5689( 2 ) ElOO 

a 

Overlap .1222 .2060 .1599 .1231 .0917 .o663 .0534 
. /' 

.0)2o 

Perchlorate 
l.!~87(l) . 1.5457(3) 1. 4179( 3 ) 1.2486(3) 1.0000( 5 ) .919 1~(3) . 7397( l~) .6J)~7(3). 

ElOO 

Overlap .1286 .2020 .1664 .1276 .0989 .0755 .0620 .0355 

Hob 697.4 777.5 868.6 971.5 1086.8 1217.7 1359-3 1512.3 

p Term 
c 

8.944 8.825 8.648 8.422 8.149 7.8116 7-528 7.21h 

CJ Term d 
.9987 .9959 1.0039 ·9980 -9980 1.0013 1.0072 1.00)8 

l/T1e 
e .8610 .8951 .9415 ·9514 1.0000 .• 9747 ·9943 .9:::::;3 

a Numbers in parentheses are the number of runs this line Has observed. After partial analysis sulfate ancl pe::c
chln!:ale cb.h .. 2..rc avera.ged, i·IeiGhted according to the number of observations. 

b App!·oxin~q te line center fields. 

c p t~:rr:i == 1/8 L: (3 + 7/1 + o:?T 
2
). 

m ~ c 

d a tel·m described in text. 

e R'"'"' ,, ..... ..,,; ""· d ·-r- ,, - 1/2 , ..... c._., __ J. ___ ,,e t~ .d- • 

I 
'vl 
\.0 
I 



v. 

..:J~o-

The 1/Tle data can be fit to a pcMer series in n; ~J.s .~:-:\'l·:n J.:; T::i.ulc 

It is probably a good assumption that a
1 

is ClJUal Jc~o -~llc:c a] }Jl'C-

dieted by Kivelson' s theory plus U1e a-;{ found from the lincHidth cbta. 

If this assumption is made, one finds as shown in Table VI tlKt t 'Yl and o1 

are in good agreement with theory as vrere ')'2 and o2, but. r31 like 132 is 

smaller than predicted. Both r3
1 

and r3
2 

are about one gauss snnller than 

the numbers calculated from theory. This suggests that the theory is 

an error of about one gauss in the nonsecular contributions to (3. 
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Table V 

Comparison of Experimental and 

Calculated Relative Spin Lattice Relaxation Times· 

m 

-7/2 

-5/2 

-3/2 

-1/2 

l/2 

3/2 

5/2 

7/2 

l/T1 Expt. 

.8610 

.8951 

.9415 

·9514 

1.0000 

·9747 

·9943 

.9853 ·, 

l/T
1 

Calc. 
a Expt.-Cn.1c. 

: .8590 -0020 

.8967 -.0016 

.• 9293 .0122 

·9560 -.0046 

··9760 .0240 

.9883 -.0136 

. -9921 .0021 

.9866 -.0013 
. ' 

a . 
Calculated from a

1 
= .9669, 131 = .200, ')'1 = -.0035 and o1 = -.00145 

which convert in gauss units assuming ~11 = a2' as a1 = (16.68), 

13
1 

= .• 345, ')'1 = -.062 and o1 = -.022. 

·. •, 

· .. 



Table VI 

Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical 1/T, Parameter::; 
j_ 

Term Theoretical a Experiment alb 

al 16.68c (16.68)d 

t31 1.28 .35 

'Yl .062 - .062 

01 .023 - .025 

a From nonsecular .terms·only in Tables III artd IV of Reference 1. 

Assuming '! = 3 c X 10-11 sec. and using data from Table I, this paper. 

b Assuming 3 10 ... 11 
Tc = X sec. 

c Includes 7.47 gauss al'correction 
. , , 

assumJ.ng a
1 

= a
2 

• This and all 

other numbers in this table given in units of gauss contritution to 

total linewidth. 

d . 
Assumed, in order to establish a scale .for evaluation of the other 

parameter£. 
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, F. Cupric Ion 

Cupric ion is an example for which a measurement of T1 \·rould be 

interesting. Two recent studies have considered the EGR spectrum of 

hydrated Cu+2 ih detail. 14,l7 1ne two naturally occuring isotopes, 

63 65 . Cu and Cu , both have a spin of 3/2 and so nearly the sa;:-Je :rm.gnetic 

moment that they can be considered to be identical. The ESR spectrum 

consists of four lines centered on g = 2~200. Below 5°C. the spectrum 

begins to be resolved and can be seen to be asymmetric; the high field 

component is narrowest. At room temperature and above each component 

is so broad that they appear to give one symmetrical line, although 

close analysis will show that the observed line is not Lorentzian 

because of the splitting. Spectra were obtained for .05M Cuso4 at 0°C 

at X-band and S-band.. S-band spectra were somewhat narrower, due to 

an effect which will be discussed later. An A value of 36 ± 2 gauss 

was measured from.the nearly resolved, 0°C. S-band spectrum. 
14 . 

Spencer measures an A value of 53 gauss; Lewis, Alei, and 

Morgan17 measure 36 gauss. Both values were quoted to uncertainties 

· of no more than a few gauss, ·so· the discrepancy is striking. Spencer's 

A value was measured with Cu(Clo4)2 dissolved in 5.26M HCl04 glass. 

Perhaps this medium produces a magnetically different Cu +2 ion. 

Spencer's data (Fig. 12 in Ref. 14) for Cu(Cl04 )2 dissolved in 

D20 are more consistent with an A value of 36 gauss than 53 gauss . 
. · w +2 
McConnell proposed a relaxation method for Cu(H2o)6 in water 

which involves rotational averaging of the magnetic anisotropies of 

the complex (the familiar "microcrystallite" theory of McConnell). 

Avvakumov19 and others17 have shown that in Cu+216 there is a novel 

inversion process in which the complex jumps from one of its.distorted 

states to another without rotation. The ion exists in a 3d9( 2D) 

.. ;, 

... .-~ . . ··, 
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configuration which gives in an octa:--:cc1ra~i_ :ficl.ci. o. ::_;;·u:;n:i. si::ttc \·:ith 

symmetry. One expects a distortion therefore in c,~)L!~)liance Hith 

the John-Teller theorum. TI.'1is inversion process could be described as 

dynamic John-Teller distortion. Spencer has discussed the derivation 

of relaxation times for Cu+2 in solution from these processes and finds 

that the inversion process vrith the same T value is approxinntely c 

2-l/2 times more important than the tumbling process, and that both 

depend in the same way on magnetic field and m:
1 

value, (in both 

He 

also predicted that tumbling vrould make some contribution to Tle but 

the inversion process would make no contribution. This theory pre-

diets the correct field dependence of linewidth at low temperatures. 

Both mechanisms·predict a decreasing linewidth with increasing tern-

perature which is not observed because of the presence of another, 

dominant relaxation mechanism which one can speculate may be a spin

rotation interaction, l5 another sort of John-Teller distortion or 

chemical exchange of coordinated waters. Such a mechanism might have 

Tle = T2e and no mr dependence. If Spencer's discussion represents 

the correct view, one wruld predict that Tle approximately equals T2e 

above room temperature and that Tle is significantly longer than T2e 

at low temperatures, 

0 0 
Values of Tle were measured at three temperatures, 5 , 30 , and 

60°. General results will be given later, but first it is instructive 

to go through a sample calculation to see what assumptions must be 

made, etc. 

The relevent equation is (from the section on theory of DNP) 



E o; p. \ (_2:_) 
H ln~ T1 . 

i l 

1 
p:H 

l 

a . T. . ~· . nn leml 2enn 
2 2 1 + (ro~ .) T2 . eml enn 

which will be simplified somewhat for this calculation. Some assump-

tions which were made are: 

1. Cu+2 ion has g = 2.200 and A= 36 gauss. At 3110 me. lines 

appear at 1064, 1028, 992, and 956 gauss with widths at 30° ;of 55, 55, 

60 and 70 gauss respectively. These widths are consistent with the 

total measured line width. They have been, quite frankly, guessed 

after consideration of the sometimes conflicting information available, 

but they could be more accurately determined by curve fitting on the 

observed asymmetric spectrum. They are thought to be about right, 

but in any case small changes will have small effect on the results 

derived. Lewis, Alei and Morgan17 give values of~~ and b which 

approximately reproduce their low temperature data.· When applied to 

the equation l/T2e o: (~H0 + b m1)2 their values might give something 

like the assumed linewidths. 

2. 
. +2 

The VO spectrum at 3110 me. has lines at positions measured 

and reported elsewhere in this work. Widths of these lines were 

measured and are given in Table II. 

3 H d L uk . 20 t f t t . . ausser an a len repor measurements o pro·on relaxa lon 

times in voso4 and cuc12 solutions which interpolate to a value of 

T1n(V0+2)/T1n(Cu+2) = 1.40 at 30°C.and the same concentration. 

4. It is assumed that cr/p is a constant and the same (probably 

close to l/2) for both V0+2 and Cu+2. 
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Enhancements 1vere measured at three different field::.. Strictly 

speaking only two are needed for a solution 1vith only t1w components 

but one field serves as a check on the calculations. 

+2 
Fields chosen were: 1020 gauss, near the center of the Cu 

+2 
resonance and between two VO resonances which are at 971.5 and 

+2 
1086.8 gauss; 965 gauss, still on the Cu resonance but also on the 

ini = -i/2 V0+2 resonance; and 865 gauss, off Cu+2 and almost on the 

868.6 gauss m
1 

= -3/2 vo+2 resonance. It might have been more con

venient to work at fields corresponding to exact line centers, but 

there had not been accurately measured at the time. 

Overlap is calculated in the following way. The 55 gauss wide 

line at 1064 gauss is 44 gauss away from 1020 gauss. Therefore its 

overlap at 1020 is 1/1 .+ (~~) 2 = .610. 
+2 

Similarly the other Cu 

lines have overlap of .979, .821, and .545 in order of decreasing field. 

The average of these overlaps is .739. Strictly, one should not average 

in this way, but rather average overlap multiplied by the T T prole 2e 

duct of each line, but the difference is small and not worth considerine 

in a rough calculation. Similarly at 865 and 965 gauss overlap is 

.182 and .626. V0+2 overlap calculated in the same way is .0450 at 

'1020 g, .129 at 965g and .138 at 865 g •. These numbers are small be

+2 cause VO has many lines that do not contribute. 

Solutions containing .oo667M cuso4 .and .00333M voso4 made pH = 3 

with HClo4 were run at 30°C. Enhancements, E100, were .232 at 1020g? 

.176 at 865g and .291 at 965g. 

Three simultaneous equations in two unknowns >rill describe the 

spectrum. 
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.2)2 .045V . 739C 

.291 .l29V + • 62lC 

.176 == .138v . 182C 

+2 " -- ~-2 ' . -spectra of Cu anQ •;O :~·=· -:~·ect:;_ve..Ly. 

A good solution to tnis overde"ce:;,'~T.ineci problem has C == • 266 and 

V = . 948 from 'l<~hich one derives enha:;-lce;-:";en~s of . 239: . 287) al1d . 179 

compared to the observed .2)2; .291) and .176. Tnis is a11 aveTD.ge 

deviation ( ciue to expe:dmenta1 error and i:::mccurate assu;;,p"cions) of 

about 2%. 

Note that the mixed i·ratel' solution contained t1·rice as D1UC}l 
+2 

Cu 

as V0+
2

) and that Cu+
2 

is l. 4 times as effective for equal concentra-

tions. Vanadyl is therefore handicapped by a factor of 2. 8. The 

. . o+2 8" ~ 2 -resonance lJ..ne of V at o5g has a 1-ridth or l. )g. Ta}~ing the avcro..ge 

'll'idth of CU +2 
to be 60 gauss: 

(T
1 

)Cu 
.... e . 266 x 1020 x6o 

-333 
(T_ )VO 

..t.e 
2, 8 X.948 x865 X2l.3 

li~e Tle of the vo+2 
line at 865g contributes approxirr~tely 16 

gauss to the line-vridth (see Table VI) therefore the averacre T of 
b le 

+2 
Cu contributes 16/.333 48 gauss to tne width of the average hyper-

fine component. 

A more elaborate experiment vrould take more than three experi:J:ental 

points. 
. +2 

It would then no longer be satisfactory to averat,e Cu line 

'2 
vridths, but one could derive separate T

1 
1 s for each of the Cu...,.. hyper-

e . . 

fine lines. 



At 5° in the same solution enhancements are .233, .207, and .063 

at 1020, 965, and 865 gauss. At 60°, values are .122, .30lt, and .)63. 

From Hausser 

As::.;tlrrling the 

and Laukien
20 

T
1
n(VO)/T1n(Cu) = 1.9 at 5° and 1.22 at 60°. 

+2 
Cu lines are 26, 31.~, 42, and 50 gauss wide at 5° (widest 

at low field) and that V0+2 lines average 30 gauss Hide, one finds in 

a similar calculation that Tle contributes 29 gauss to lineHidth. At 

+2 ~ 
60°, if Cu lines are 96, 101, 106, and lll gauss ·Kide and if VO ~ 

lines average 13 gauss wide, Tle contributes 100 gauss to the avera.Ge 

linewidth. 

These Tle contributions, 29 gauss at 5°, 48g at 30° and lOOg at 

60° all fall on the line in Fig. 16 of Spencer 1 s thesis14 which connects 

high temperature points on a plot of log 6H vs l/T°K. This is an 

indication that the effective Tle mechanism is the same as the high 

temperature T2e mechanism and that the low temperature mechanisms, 

tumbling and inversion, do not contribute much to T
1
e. 

The product T1eT2e seems to be approximately the same for all m 

values as is seen in the following set of data taken at 30° in 

.OlM Cuso4 made pH 3 with HCl04 • 

H ElOO ElOO/Ho X 10-3 
0 

950 .26 .27 

967 .31 .32 

1003 .35 -35 

1020 .32 .31 

1037 .30 .29 

1073 .26 .24 

1090 .21 .19 

1202 .01 .01 



A plot of E OO/H vs H should_ represcr..t 'r , T.-,_ X ,werL:t}l vs H • l 0 0 l0 c~ · 0 

Cu+2 lines appear at 1064, 1028, 992, and 956 'l' 
2c 

varies per-

haps 15%, being largest at 1064 gauss. T 'I.' appears to be the s~une le 2e 

(about .26) at 1064 andat 956 gau.ss although there is a hint of 3. 

slope down to high field. This trend is opposite to the trend of 'r2e 

indicating that Tle is greatest for low field lines. The experimental 

data are however not very good and more work is needed. Tle v:J.riation 

with m, if it exists, is not larger than 25%. 

G. Chromic Ion 

+3 
Several measurements were made on chromic ioh hexahydl·ate, Cr( H20) . 

A solution of .0013M Cr(Clo4)
3 

at 28° gave measured eru1ancements, E100, 

of .0344 ± .002 at 1118' gauss and .0163 ± .003 at 900 gauss. The 900 

gauss field is rather far off the line center, but when a Lorentzian 

correction is app~ied the value corrected to 1118 gauss is .038 ± .007, 

in good agreement with the direct measurement at 1118 gauss. Line>vidth 

was measured at S-band at this t:emperature and found to be 188 gauss. 

21 This width is in approximate agreement with the results of Hayes, 

but he used a solution of KCr(so4)2 in which ion pairs with sulfate 

are expected to be the predominant chromic species. One would not 

expect exactly the same linewidths in such cases. 

Morgan et a1.
22 

have measured proton relaxation times Tln in 

+2 +3 . +j aqueous solutions of Cu and Cr and have found that .OOl)M Cr 

gives the same Tln as .OlM Cu+2. The measured Cr+3 enhancements may 

therefore be compared directly with those for .OlM Cu +2 solution for 

which E100 is approximately .33 under similar conditions. Overlap 

at 28° and 1118 gauss for the four cupric lines is about .75. Under 
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these conditions Tle contributes 50 gauss to each cupric line\-.ridth and 

average linel'lidth is about 60 gauss. 
+~ 

Cr ) has no h~~erfine and no over-

lap correction is necessary, therefore: 

(~~e] 
ce Jcr +3 

(188)
2 

X .038 X .75 
50 X 60 X .33 

-10 80 and Tle = 3.5 X 10 sec. at 2 C. 

H. Gadolinium Ion 

= 1.0 

Measurements on a solution of .00036M Gd(Clo4 )
3 

at 27° and 1118 

gauss gave in one run an E
100 

of .006 and in another .008. The first 

run was made in the usual fashion and the signal to noise ratio was 

very bad. Peak heights were measured while field was swept back and 

forth over.the NMR line. The second run was made by setting the field 

at an NMR derivative peak, averaging the signal for a long time with 

power off, then with power on and repeating the cycles for some time. 

The second run is thought to be more accurate. 

Gd+3 linewidth was measured to be 407 gauss at 32° at S-band. 

The line was somewhat distorted because the absolute field at line-

center was only three times the linewidth. Using other data on X-band 

linewiqths of Gd+3 as a function of temperature23 the extrapolated 

linew:idth is 437 gauss at 27°C. 

24 +~ 
Conger and Selwood measured proton Tln times in Gd ). Their 

data indicate that .00036M Gd+3 has the same Tln as .OlM Cu+2. There

fore: 

= (437)
2 

X o008 X .75 
50 X 60 X .33 = l.l5 



j 
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Experimental accuracy is rather poor anti 

as large as 1.5, but in any case Tle ~ 'I' 2e 1.5 l -10 , .. " o< _,_Q .;,LC. 

. . t d - . -· R ., ,. · 11· 25 Thls ion was investlga ·e at tne suggestlon oi ... 0. J':::trlne.~ l 

1 '7 1 4 whose H2o ' relaxation data indicate that T1 T2 is hrce at l 
e e · 

kilogauss. He has since investigated the ESR spectrum as a function 

' 
of field and has concluded that it is consistent 1vith a field dependent 

mechanism which allows T1ejT2e ~ l.O at 1000 gauss. 

I. Other Ions . · 

.Morgan et a1. 22 report that a solution of .Ol9M Cr(CN) 6 ~3 should 

. +2 
have the same Tln as .OlM Cu . .Ol9M ~Cr(CN)~ was run at 26°C. 

) 0 

Erratic enahncements betvreen 1.5 and 2.1 were observed. Observations 

were not reproducible, ·but this was traced to the NMR, which does not 

operate reliably with enhancements greater than 1.0. In such cases 

the sample emits power rather than absorbing it because populations 

of the NMR levels have been inverted. Power level of the NMR narginal 

oscillator goes up to some saturation value. 

The Cr(CN)c-3 line is about 20 gauss wide so one would expect 
0 

(if Tle = T2e) an enhancement of about 3.3. In the future in order to 

measure ions with long relaxation times it will be necessary to either 

change the NMR or to dope the solution with an unsaturablc paramac;netic 

species which would reduce the observable enhancement below 1.0. 

Fe(CN)6 -3 is an appropriate ion in this case. · 

Enhancements 1:7ere also observed but. not measured in M..."l-+'2, Mo(CN) 8-3 

( . ) -2 and sq
3 2No ions. These signals were 0bserved with an oscilloscope 

presentation of the NMR signal. 
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(DFP) spectro;neter using p2.r2.:-::agnetic s:pecies in aq_ueous solution i::-ere 

d.erived f:-cm a previously pu-olisheG.) r:~ore geDeral theory. The· spcctro-

meter v:ras constr-··J_cted and successfully operated. and a.sl'"'eement Dc:t\·Jeen 

theory and experiment is good. Tt1erefore it is no':t :9ossi01·e to rr1easure 

the values of T- . ·the electronic spin-lattice relaxation l.e, . ~ 

-'-. -"' ulme .LOY a 

large nw~oer of previously u~~easurable specieso 

The results in Table IV shm·r that the Dl'J"'P spe.ctrorr<2ter can yield 

precise relativ.e T v2.lucs ::,:·"ter proper treatment of the data ... The le 

experimental data for vanadyl ions are in the terms linear in the 

nuclear magnetic quantw~ number. It i·Jas also found that the te::.-m a/ 
vnich :i,s not_explained. in Kivelson 1 s theory has a small field depend.ence 

' 
in going from lOOJ to 3000 gauss. 

+2 
For other t::.·ansition metal ions in aqueous solution VO can be 

used as a reference in the DNP spectrometer. Cupric ion >vas found to 

have Tle values approximately as predicted by one of the available 

.!_ ~ ~ 

uDeOrleS. Chromic and gadolinium ions i·rere found to have m 
J.-. := 

.J..e 
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II. 1'1IANGANCUS ION 

(Linewidths, Reaction rate Constants and Complex Ion Stability Const~Lnts) 

A. Introduction 

MangP .... nous ions in aqueous solution exhibit an ESR spectrum l·lhich 

may be described by an isotropic spin hamiltonian of the form: 

J:! = gf3H · .§_ + A_! •. ~·. 

where g = 2.00 

s = 5/2 

I = 5/2 

A 
95 gauss -= 

gf3 

At high magnetic fields, one would expect a selection rule 

~S = ± 1, ~ = 0 and a six line spectrum, with 95 gauss splitting 

between adjacent hyperfine compenents, each of which is due to one of 

the six values of ~· For a given m
1

, all five 6M8 = ± 1 transitions 

would be observed' at the same frequency. At experimentally practical 

fields, however, second order corrections are important and transitions 

between. different M
8 

levels are not perfectly superimposed. TI1is is 

why one observes six lines all of different widths. 21,
26 

At 9000 me. 

and room temperature the lines are approximately equal in width (see 

Fig. 10 in Ref. 21). The difference becomes more strildng at higher 

temperatures where the intrinsic linewidth is considerably reduced. At 

3000 me. and room temperature lines vary. greatly in width and the out-

s:ide lines are clearly not Lorentzian du~ to unresolved structure. 

K>.JCS has calcullted the second order splitt,ing of the five electronic 
-~_ ... ;,.., 

states and his results shown in stick diagrams21 seem to describe the 

3000 me. spectrum rather vrell. At higher temperature second ord~r 

hyperfine would be resolved and perhaps T
1 

and T2 measurements of 



different 1· .. : levels could. ·:Jc:: ::naG.e. 
~s 

is expected to oe 

manganous io:1. 

corresponcis to rn_ 
..L 

the 

manganous lo:1, and find excellent suppo:ct fo:c theil" t!1eory in c.a-c.:1 

lD 

from a number of 
27 

sources. and }l8.yes 

0 " 29 - - - . . -ana 1vwers nave measurec. .llDe\ndtns over a ':ii de 

range of temperatures and they find. that the 1-iid.th of the m_ = l/2' 
..L 

line decreases rapidly as temperature is raised up to about 80°C., 

after lvhich vtidth is nearly constant to at least 200°C. · 

Variation of 1V.n(Cl04)
2 

concentration and different amounts of added 

.aU::.c:tli metal perch'lorates were found. to have· very small' seemingly nee;-

ligible effects. IV1anganous perc:'1lorate line';.riciths therefore are con-

sidered to be to vecy good approximation equal to "che intrinsic line-

vriciths of manganous ions • 0 ..co• "...! ac; ln.Llnlce dilution. 

Anions other than nerchlorate. 
~ ' \·rhen present in solution •..rere 

to ha-·.re drama tic effects on linewicitns at temperatures over about 80° C. 

and small but consistent effects at lmver temperatures. Thi.3 has been 

. . ... 29 .D.C> p .explalnec. as due to e.Li ec-cs resulting from the formation of. complex ion::>) 

vrhich can cause interruptions and ciistortions of the local syrr"11etry about 

the solvateci manganous ions. The purpose of this \Wrl'i. is the study of 

some of these complex ions. 
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:'ollo:ving is a surr,;r;.~:cy o:f tl1eor;y in-

data. Tl'1e~r a.ssuJne that rnanganou.s lor::3 i~1 \·7e.ter solt1.tior1 exist in three 

sphere, and ions with an a~~c: in the :'irst coor~ination sphere. These 

ancl 

respectively, or, for convenience they caul~ be name~ species a, o, 

and. c. The follo-:,,:ring react. ions and. conc/e-ants are defined: 

2+ 
Ym 

Kb a. 

K .. 
"be 

'[ = a 

-rba == 

= 

·k . 
. . ao 
T · ba 

k 
... be 
k< 

Cb 

l/k ~ 
ab 

l/k~ oa 

"'" 1/K ·. 
'be . be 

-rc - l/kcb 

}<: -
3.0 
_, y.,.,2+( ~..;- O)"n-<- lJL ~"2 A 

k~ 
oa 

k. 
.. be 

-.;. 
. (
K • .ao 

r n-] LX 

"· 2+xn-lvm .1 

T2a' T2b' and T20 are ~efined as the relaxa'cion tir:1es of species 

and. c ·v.rhich would. be observed in .L.' vDese species if each were present 



during the whole observation period in ;:.b.:: indi•:~ateet fo:·m. 

On the good assumption that lines 2r.:.' Lorentzbn, l:i.nt-:-'<.ridth L; a 

measure of T2, the electronic spin-spin relaxation time. 

h 

where ffl = linewidth in gauss from derivative peak to peak, thus 

6 -8 .55 X 10 -1 
6H sec gauss 

In the case of fast exchange between two species a and b, where 

~a<< T
2

a and ~ba < < T2b one can show that2~,30 if we neglect species c 

where Pa and Pb are the mole fractions of a and b. An equivalent form 

of the above equation is: 

In the above equation,· l/T
2 

- l/T2a is identified as an excess linewidth 

due to the presence of an anion. This excess will.be called ffl xs 

is ~und by subtracting the linewidth fottnd in a pure perchlorate 

solution at some given temperature from that found at the same tem-

perature in a solution containing an active anion. 

It 

At low temperatures, say below 80°C~, if Kbc is small and -rbc >> T2b 

we may ignore the presence of species c and use the above equation. 

These assumptions are justified in tte cases of the anions F-, Br and. 

I as will be shown in a later section concerned with low temperuture 

results. In favorable cases Kab and T2b can be measured using Eq. ( l). 
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If one has the case that -r > T2 , T2. < 
a a b 

(2) 

This condition is satisfied 1-lith any anion at infinite dilution and to 

fair approximation in the concentrations of sulfate discussed in the 

results section. Using this equation, kab can be measured. 

At high temperatures relaxation proceeds through species c and if 

Tc > T2c,every time species c is formed. it results in relaxation. With 

the conditions 

or 

1/T -2 -

p K k. [~-) a ab-oc , (3) 

These conditions are rather well met by Br and I ions at high tempera-

tures in high concentrations. The product Kab~c and its activation 

energy can be measured. At lower concentrations Ta becomes comparable 

to T2a and at lower concentrations one uses Eq. (2). 

If all else fails one can use the more general . . 
equation, derived by 

Pearson and Buch30 

( 4) 

Unfortunately this equation must be used for all high temperature ::;ulf'ate 

data because all terms are of comparable size. In the most general case 

the lines are not Lorentz ian and even Eq. (4) is only approxirra tc. 



then SO~l.:c.t iOl"'lS 

acidified to a~J)_)YOX~'"":lately •:dth EC.l0 1, to 
~r 

of 

Ex:ce:pt in -very extrer:1e cases, c.cid strei1.gtl1 eli~ rlot sce:-:1 to 

affect the results. 

used for the sulfate n:ns. 

time before use. 

the laboratory distilled_ 1:Ta:ter -cap. 

attention Has no-c given to this deta.il because dissolveC. o:·::yc;cn l·.roulci 

be e)";::pected to contrib·u.te sorr:e\·rhat to li:-J.e~:.r:.dths. 

Other Gata in this thesis; in the sec-'cions or1 ·vcJ.naQyl ancl nitro-

sodisulfonate ions, suggests that the lineiviC..th co;:1"cribution ciuc to 

n:olecular o:..,::-;yrgen rnight be a-oout 0.3 gauss in a 20° air s8..lC1;.r.o..tccl 

solution) <:·rit!l increase<i linev-Ti<itD contriOution at highc:r te:r1pc::co..tttrcs .. 

Th<:; Kater used could nave containeO. ozygen in varyir:g arr:ou:1"c.s up to "c.nc 

ciata ta}~e:rl to sta.nciaYdize the su.lfc .. te rw"':s Si.i.O\·is r1o.lchinc suspic:!.ou·:.3. 

at ni;;h temperat·W'es there are no deviations '>chich coulC. not be attributcO. 

to e:-=perirr1ental error or io~ic stTer~gtll. So it seems th~t the effect of 

o:>-~rgcn is smalle It might con~ribute to s:-::.all sy-stematic errors or to 

experimental scatter, 'out li:1c-



width differences which were measured. 

0 J r-. ,....,.! ' ~ •. 
At 220 C. liquid 1-rater expands to abouc C.VJJ ;::o:::."c: -chan rc s room 

ternperatu~~e lfOl"L.liD.e and its is 

ste.nd -cnese conG.itions Tl1is is not 

is used. L""lis rnaterial varies in size bu.;c is us"LJ.ally about : .. 5 1~·L:1. 

O.D. and l mm. I. D. A typical sample might be r:-:;::.c.e as follo•:is: A 3 c:n. 

length of capilla.ry is c·u-c for the sa.:"':iple \rolw::e and 9 Cltl. is c11t :for 

the base. These are fused together •llith a gas -ox;ygen glassblu1ring 

torch using the smallest tip and rather more o:{ygen thc:.n is r.!.orr:1::1.lly 

used. This torch has a very thin; very hot flame. 

\vith one section in each hand; each held lightly by one of its 

extreme ends, they are simultaneously heated at the other enG.s for a 

second or so, until vihite hot 7 then removed; touched toget:oer and gently 

pulled straight. The entire operat:..on ta:i·~es about five seconds. Tie 

finished sample tube should be very straight and of uniform cross section. 

If it is thin at the junction it "~trill probawbly break "~dhen handleci. The 

secret for getting straight tubes is to hold the ends lightly and fle:db ly 

anci at the very tips 1-rhen pulli;ng them straight. 

To fill the tube; a pipet can be maG.e from large:::_· py-rex tubint; 

drmm out to a tip small enough to fit inside the sa:nple tube. If the 

san~le is to be heated to 200° or so; 20% air space should be left to 

allm;r for water expansion. Before sealing, the open end of the filled 

sample tube is svra-bbed Hith a G.ry piece of tissue paper, then one i·retted 

vritt distilled /.rater. Any salt at the tip >·muld prevent a GOOd se,:;~L 
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Sealing takes about tvro seconds. The clenn tip is thrust ttllout 

one half mm. into a very small, very hot flame 'dherc it hlr:H.::di::-~tely 

collapses, then begins to blow out. If it is removed from the flame 

just as it starts to blow, it wj_ll expand to a hemisphere. Such c·, seal 

is the best for high temperatures. Some seals have held o.t 300°C. nnd 

some, even though they look the same will explode or leak at lovl tem-

peratures. Rather than waste time running a sample that might explode, 

samples were checked by heating for an hour or so in an oven set to 

about 150°, and only the survivors were used. 

An exception to this heat treatment was made for iodide samples, 

which seem to decompose on long heating. Iodides were put in the oven 

for only several minutes. 

Mixed solutions of Mn(Clo4)2 and KI become red +f left for 10 hours 

0 at 150 • Some even show specks of crystals v.rhich look lilte r2 • At room 

temperature these·solutions become yellow in a week or so. Hhen first 

made they are the pale pink color of manganous ion. Solutions made from 

Mni
2 

never seemed to be completely pure, ·always showing the yellow color 

of the aged Mn( Clo4)2 and KI mixtures. 

Iodide samples under observation in the ESR apparatus shmr line1vidths 

.which vary as a function of time, gradually drifting to narrower line-

widths in a matter of hours. Sometimes these measurements are made 

difficult by noise resulting from the formation and migration of bubbles 

in the solution, a problem which is much less common in bromide or culfate 

solutions. Problems caused by these reactions were mostly minimized by 

making very rapid measurements and by frequently replacing experienced 

samples 1vith fresh ones. 



' 
glass tnbc:;, but all resulted in complete failures. Obvi,m.:; rc:.l.ction:..; 

occurred. and linevlidths changed '.'lith ti;ne. Satisfactory low temperature 

sample tubes for fluoride can be made, however, from paraffin and 

melting point capillary tubing. 

Hot, melted paraffin is sucked all the way up through a 12 em. 

long section of tubing. This can be done by mouth; the paraffin is 

not so hot that it will burn. Paraffin is allmved to fall .3 or 4 em. 

back dmm the tube and then is stopped from falling by a finger on 

the top. w~en the tube cools one has a coated fluoride sample con-

tainer with a plug at one end. Sample solution, which has been mixed 

in polyethylene beakers, is placed in the tube by use of a pipet made 

from paraffin coated, drawn-out pyrex tubing. The sample is sealed 

by touching the open end to hot melted paraffin. An air bubble canes 

out, paraffin is dravm in and when all this cools the sample is com-

pletely enclosed in paraffin. 

D. Spectrometer 

The spectrometer used for most work has been described by Hayes. 21 

It consisted of an LFE reference cavity stabilized klystron, a "mac;ic 

tee'' bridge, a six-inch· Varian electromagnet and a conventional phase 

detection system with 100 cycle modulation. The frequency used was 

approximately 9000 me. All sulfate data and the special low temperature 

results were obtained using a Varian V4500 ESR spectrometer with 100 kc. 

modulation and a nine-inch "fieldial" magnet. This system operated at 

about 9200 me. 

' 
: ~-
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Modulation amplitude, Hhether lOO cycle o:~ 100 ::c. "::r~.s :ll':ray;:; Cl.d-

to time the modulation vras increaseci. in steps to cl:Jccl.;: c;hc :point :lt 

which linewidths increased. It is thought that modubtion brm:;.deninc; 

,errors in the following data are ah1ays less than other systerr.atic or 

random errors. 

Linewidths were measured by several methods. On the 100 cycle 

spectrometer magnetic field vras adjusted by hand while at the sct.me 

time watching a meter which read the ESR signal output. \fuen the 

derivative peak of the line was found, the field was rreasured Hith 

a marginal oscillator proton 1~. Positions of both positive and 

negative derivative peaks were measUl·ed at least ten times at eo.ch 

temperature. This method is quite a good one if the signal to noise 

ratio is very good, if a large high resolution dial can be used to 

change the field, ·if a large signal meter can be easily seen, o.ncl if 

the phase detector time constant is about 0.3 sec. Hand-and-eye 

coordination cannot seem to cope with longer time constants. It is 

also necessary for psychological reasons that the hand adjusting the 

field not be visible. This same method was used on the 100 kc. spectro

meter for low temperature linewidths except that magnetic field was 

read directly from the field control dial. The smallest divisions 

marked on this dial are.every .l gauss but one can estimate to .01 

gauss. 

In cases of poor signal to noise ratio, that is, less than about 

100:1, the hand-eye method becomes inaccurate and best results are ob

tained after chart recording. When charts are used the phase detector 

time constant can be increased by any amount desired but the siveep rate 



must be slov;ed to that the -;:, ime l'equirecl to swe8p fj:·.;:.;;: <.')~ic' c:.c:ri ·r::c·~· i ve 

peak to the c,ther is more than ten times the time c on~;t:,:1t. 1\.ny .L'astcr 

svreep viill distort the line excessively. 

Derivative peak maxima are best found by the follmling method. One 

marks points on the chart recording which are mid-vmy on the field ~:;\·leep 

between points of equal signal value on the experimental trace. That 

is, points are marked halfway betvreen the two points where the trc..ce 

crosses a line parallel to the base line. Perhaps five sucl1 points are 

marked in intervals a l.ittle way down from the derivative peak. The 

best line dravm through these points intercepts the experimental trace 

at a position which is a very good estimate of the exact field at the 

derivative peak maximum. A calibrated, linear field sweep allows line

width to be read from the distance between these maxima. 

Because the lowest manganous ion concentrations gave lm.,r signal to 

noise ratios, this method \vas used for all sulfate data. Each sulfate 

point reported is the average of five sweeps. 

Samples were suspended in the cavity from their capillary tubing 

bases, which were secured by a suitable mount outside the cavity. 

Surrounding and coaxial with the sample, and passing completely tbrough 

. the cavity was an unsilvered quartz vacuum dewar vrhich vras 11 mm. O.D., 

8 mm. I.D. and about 15 em. long. A ball joint at one end of the dewar 

made connection to an air flow heater or cooler. The other end of the 

dewar was open. For operation at around room temperature or belovr, air 

flows first through a coiled copper heat exchanger in a vrater or ice bath. 

For high temperatures air flows through an electric heating coil. 
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couple fastened to the sample nea:c the seal connectinc; ~i·.c .sc-.;~1})1..:: :'end 

its oc..se. Fine connecting wires we1·e used to preven'~ h8a".:. le::-.i~) and 

the junction vias maci.e by tw·isting the scraped ends of t,::e Cu}_)}:Jel' o.nd 

constantan together and. then allowtng a blob of solder to cool on ti1e 

junction. Constantan is very dffficult to tin, but the me-;;hod scc;1:w to 

give good thermocouples anyway,. especially when the solde1· used is a 

commercially available alloy containing 62% tin) 36% lead and 2~~ silver. 

Thermocouple junctions were fixed to the glass sa.'T.ple tube:::: vi th 

"Asteroceram B") a commercially available air drying ceramic matc1·ic..l. 

Other diamagnetic materials able to w·i thstand the temperatUl·es 1·rould ~~ork 

about as well. For most low· temperature runs thermocou:ples \vere attached 

w·ith electrical tape. In a few trials neither glue nor tape -vras used. 

but this was not satisfactory. Indicated temperatures vrere some-vvhat 

doubtful because of poor thermal contact with the sample) and tl1e lm~· 

heat capacity of the junction allowed small rapid fluctuations in air 

temperature to confuse the 'readings. An ice bath junction was used as 

a reference and thermocouple voltages were measured on an L. and l'T. K) 

potentiometer. In order to preserve a high cavity "Q11
) the thermocouple 

should be placed on the sample at some point 1-1hich is outside the micro

wave cavity) or only barely inside it. 

It is difficult to estimate the amount of error involved in mea

suring temperatu:re w·ith this system. Temperatures can be read. to a 

tenth of a degree but accuracies are certainly not that good. Even the 

reference ice bath temperature varies by as much as 0.1° , as can be seen 

·when the ice is stirred. Two different junctions measuring the sa:nc 

temperature will often show· a one-half degree discrepancy. A mercury 



of the thermocouple readL:g. It i.s esti:"~!:J.ted tlut :::.-c. 10' .. ' tcmper<.ctures 

( 0° to 30°) measurements are precise -vrithin a run to about ± .1 o <.md 

accurate to about ±1.0°. At high temperatures (100° to 200° ), tJ1e 

precision obtained is about ±1.0° '.'lith an estimated accur::.:.cy of :;,bout ±)
0

• 
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~le shall first consid.er solutions :::t lm·r te:r:~)e:::~:tm·cs (5° to 2)°C). 

A natural d.ivision is found bet"<:·:een calculations and results in t:1is lmv 

temperature range and those at higher temperatures (100° to 200°C) v.•:1ich 

will be discussed :Later. Low temperatures are characterized by sn:::1ll 

b.H values vlhich are independent of temperature. At hish te:;~IX!rc~".::J.l'0S 
xs 

6H is large and a strong IUnction of temperature. xs 

Experimentally the region of 5° to 25° is some1~hat difficult because 

since the intrinsic linewidth is changing very rapidly Hith temperature, 

the temperature must be measured very accurately, or at least precisely 

in order to get a good measurement of .6H • Every effort was made to xs 

achieve precision. The halide studies used the same equipment, operated 

in the same vray and all data were taken during the short interval of only 

a feH days. The data are expected to be internally consistent so that . . 

·systematic errors, which could lead to absolute errors of ±l°C, can be 

largely ignored since they will cancel in all comparisons. 

Sulfate data in this temperature range v1ere taken vii th sor.1e1·:hat 

different methods and equipment, including a different thermocouple 

and different concentrations of manganous ion. Point by point compari8on 

of halide and sulfate data are not expected to be fruitful. 

Data in Table VII: and a plot 'of these data .in Fig. 7 shm·r hov 

accurately te1:;perature and linewidth can be measured. They also shOi·l 

the invariance of .6H vrith temperature. All of the numbers in Table VII xs 

are averages of ten or more determinations at a constant temperature. 

In Fig. 7 the quantity .90 gauss has been subtracted from all chloride 

data, and these points are indicated by a 6. Experimental perchlorate 



Table VII Lovr Temperature Linevridths VJith Added Chloride and Perchlorate Ions 

Solution ~ontaining .050 ~ Vill(Cl0
4

)
2 + .50 M NaCl01 pH = 5 - ~ ' 

ToC(a) 6H(b) 

-
6.4 32.13 
6.65 31.84 
7.9 31.26 
8.0 31.14 
8.2 31.05 

10.0 29.96 
10.7 29.54 
10.8 29.58 
i1.4 29.17 
11.6 29.00 
14.1 27.45 
15.3 26.87 
16.8 26.05 
18.9 24.91 
19.6 24.87 
20.8 23.95 
21.7 23.80 
22.0 23.58 

Solution contaj_ning . 050 !i Ivin( CJ01~)2 + .50 M NaCl pH = 5 

ToC(~i) 

7.65 
8.85 
9·3 

10.1· 
10.9 
ll. 3 
12.0 
15.2 
18.9 
20.8 
21.7 
22.0 

6H(b) 

32.32 
31.57 
3L27 
30.77 
30.29 
30.09 
29.55 
27.68 
25.80. 
2).19 
24-.65 
24.52 

(a) Temperature rr:easurements nay be in:,_ccuTate, clue to s:;steL'~.uc e:cr.-)}'c:, L·y up to J", 
but all measurer;:ents presented in this tabJe ''re thoc.>gl-it to be p::reci:.:c·, rc.JE<.ti'Je to 
each other, to ±,1°, 

(b) The ave1·:~~;e deviation of these linei·;jdths from the t:ru_e values s:nr)u1d bt: c~b,nt i-, r;S r';''.u;~;. 
-...1 '·-

I 
0\· 
--1 

I 
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Fig. 7. Linewidths vs temperature for .05M Mn(Cl04)2 in .5M Na(Cl0
4

) 
(filled circles) and in .5M NaCl (.0.). A constant .90 gauss has been 
subtracted from all the points marked .0.. 



data are shovm as black dots. 0~1e c:=.n:. see "i:;ta·c there ·· '-·; ,_:·: c::tr :~:l<lic:.J.t on. 

broadening and that LiH is a:;_Jproxi:r,ateJ.y the . 90 gau:3s .suot:tacte,J. Over 
xs 

the ra:r. ·e of 6° to 22.o if LiH char;.e;ed by 10%, an activat·:.or'. cnerc;y of 
.. .o ' XS 

l Kcal/mole would be indicated. Clearly the change is not lart?;er than 

To get data as accurate as possible it is necessm:y to '\vorl\. :.;.t a 

constant temperature and average a great many runs. This vras done for 

many different sa"Tlples and typical results are shmm in T3ble VIII. 

Here a convenient temperature (22°) vras chosen and measurements 

were made at approximately that point. These line·widths are caJ.led .6.H22 . 

It would be laborious and is unnecessary to adjust temperature to exactly 

the chosen value. From Fig. 7, the slope of .6.I1 versus T is lmmvn and 

is about -.45 gauss/degree. Points taken within 1° of 22° were corrected 

by this factor and averaged. Each point in Table VIII is already the 

average of ten determinations of ~I. Some of the chloride data are for 

NaCl and some for LiCl, but since no difference can be detected w-ithin 

experimental error they are treated together. 

Tables IX and X contain condensed data of the sort found in Table 

VIII. Quality and quantity of data lvhich produce the ~~2 values ;:;iven 

are approximately as represented in Table VIII except for those fluorj.clc 

solutions with low manganous ion concentration vrhere poor signal to 

noise ratios gave more scatter. Limits of error quoted after DJI
22 

values 

are one average deviation di v:i.ded by the square root o:f' the number of 

observations. Assuming random errors only, 95'% conficlence limits are 

about three times the given limits of error, so line"l'rid".:.hs ~-n Table::; VIII 

and IX are accurate to • 06 gauss to this confidence level. 
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Table VIII Lin\::\·ridtb:: t:t 22 °C :·.ri-~:1 .:l.ddcd Cl~o~·-~ · · · ·' ; 
Perchlo:c.?"ce Icn:J 

I. Solution containing 
ToC(a) ~P 

22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
21.7 
2l. 7 
22.2 

. 22.3 
22.3 
22.4 
22.4 

23.57 
23.59 
23.50 
2).60 
23.61 
23.85 
23.74 
23.74 
23.25 
23.33 
23.41 
23.35 

Average all D.H22 = 23. 58 ± . 02 

Average Dev. = ±,08 

Std. nev. = ±.11 

23.57 
23.59 
23.50 
2).60 
2).61 
23.71 
23.60 
23.85 
23.39 
23.47 
23.59 
23.53 

; ·1 '\'; 1 '-.~c ' 1 

.01 

.01 

.OS 

.C2 

. 03 
• 2.) 

.27 

.19 

.ll 

.01 

.05 

II. Solution containing .050 M 
T°C(a) . b.H -

!Vm( 0104 )2 + . 50 £! Cl- pH = 5 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
21.7 
2l. 7 
21.7 
22.2 
21.9 
21.9 
21.9 

Average all 6H22 = 24. 52±. 02 

Average Dev. = ±.06 Std. Dev. = ±.08 

.6P'2
2 

(b) I dev I 

24.60 .08 
24.1~9 . 03 
24.64 .12 
24.35 .18 
24.55 . 03 
24.43. .09 
24.54 . 02 
24.56 .04 
24.51 . 01 
24.55 . 03 
24.50 .02 

Temperatures accurate to ±1°, precise to ±.1°. 
Corrected to 22.0° by assuming a slope of -.45 [:;auss/deg. 
means .6~1 at 22 °0. 
Using .50 M NaCl 
Using .50 IT LiCl 

, ... 
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Table IX - - -of Cl , Br and I Sol~t~ons 

I. At 22°C 

Solution (a) 

. 250_!:i Nac·l +. 250_!:i Nac1o4 2!.~. 0.5±. 02 

. 375£i NaCl+ .l25£i NaCl04 24 .15±. Ol~ 

. 50 M NaCl (e) 24. 52±. 02 

. 50 M NaBr 24. 0)±. 02 

.50 M Nai 2).58±.04 

II. At l0°C 

Solution(a) 

• 5!i NaCl 

• 5~ NaBr 

.5~ Nai 

6Hi~) 

)0. 83±. 03 

30.39±.02 

30.11±. 03 

(a) Includes .05~ Mn(Clo4 )2 • PH = 5 

.57±.06 

. 94±. 04 

. 45±. o4 

o±.o6 

(6 Hl0)xs 

.87±.06 

.43±.05 

.15±. o6 

(b) Corrected to 22°C from data taken at 22±.5° 

(C) (6H22 )XS = 6H22 - 23. 58±. 02 

2. oS±.. l,o 

l. 83:;:. 16 

1. ~.i2±.1G 

l. 88±. 03 

.90±.08 

0 ±.12 

(6H ) 
10 XS 

[x-] 

J.. 7L~±.l2 

.86±.10 

• 30±.12 

(d) All limits of error are one av. dev. divided by the square root 

of the number of observations. 

(e) Includes some .5~ LiCl data 

(f) (6H10 )xs = 6H10 - 29.96±.03 



-Table X Fluoride Ion Data at 22°C 

S3.mple _.6H22 
( H )(a) 

22 XS 

. 2M F-, . OlM rvn-1-1-+ (c) 28.16±. 03 4.6o±.05 
- - - ++ (d) 

26. 21±.10 2. 63±.12 .1M F , .OlM 'Mn 
- - - ++ (e) 

26.26±. 03 2.68±.05 .1M F , . 05H Ivln 

25. 01±. 03 l. 43±. 05 .05~ F-, .05~ Mn++ (f) 

.o4oh~ F-, .05~ Mn++ (g) 24. 78±. 01 l. 20±. 0) 
- - - ++ (h) 

24. 09±. 02 .5l±.o4 . CJ202I1 F , • 05M Nn 
- - ++(") 

. 30~ F-, • 001~ 111n ~ 30.4~1.0 6.87±1.0 
++ (') 

.hOM F-, SATD lfm J 31. 88±1. 5 8. 30±1. 5 

(a) (.6H22 )xs = .6H22 - 23. 58±. 02 

(b) 

(c) 

( ~.) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

( ~ ) 
-; 

( -i \ 
V I 

+2 - [ +] Adv. by assuming that the reaction :Mr1 +F --7 MnF has K = 
• Ol!:i l-ln( Cl04 )2 + . 20!i NaF + .ll8 ~ HF + . 3£! NaClo4 
• Oll_l l'-J! ( Cl0

4 
)2 + • lO!_i NaF + . 059 ~ HF + .l~~ EaC104 

• 051·1 I-J1 ( Cl01 )2 + .lOi'-'1 NaF + . 059 M HF + • leO I-I HaCl04 - + - - -
0~" · · (cJ o ) + 05"' ·1-~ F .. c)~-o ,_. t=· J 45'' •·T c1r. . :;::= J·TI _( 4 2 

• ~ '~B. -r • ~ :2 dl' ,- • ~ .~.·,a v 4 
• 050_ 1--ln( Cl04 )2 

+~. 040~ HaF + . 05:1!_i HF + .l~O_B H3.Cl04 
.05lj Mn( Cl04 )2 + • 0202!i H:;;_F + . 030!i HF + . 45!i IhCJ.04 

r-.---.- ., .. rcl" ) + 7 (1'' •. T" + 177'' r·n '-• \./ .... Jl~ l·ln, v 4 2 . ~·---~ r:2..r' • !:.: "ir -, 20'·. '·' ""] r' . :2 .!..aG .v4 
SATD. S·JI2'{ J.:nF 

2 
irl . L~C~·~ T:aJT + • 30l·l 1-"7 

(L',J-!22 )XS (.6H22) (b) 
---·--- - xs (ADJ) 

[ F- J [ :F'- J 
---

23. Ol.. 3 )3. _3:: .1+ 

26. 3±1.2 ):L.l;±J. !+ 

26.8±.5 )). 9:'- .6 

28. 6±1. 0 )). 2il. 1 

29.7±.8 3h.o±.9 

25.2±2.0 2'7.9:;:.2,2 

22.9±_3.0 3).2±).0 

20. 7±h. 0 )).J.±!:,O 

- +-'- ++ + 
l. 5, and that .6Hxs cc [F ][Hn ']/[l-in ]-t-[I-Xli" j 

I 
-.J 
j\) 
I 



Remembering this anC. referring to Tao1e IX -~ ;_; ·::~:: be seen U:at 

the specific linevridth contribution o:i· chlo::."icle ,• 

chloride concentration, is the same w·ithin reasona1JJ.c er'or i'.:n· all 

concent:r-a tions up to the maximum used (. 5M) at both J.O 0 :.:wd 2::? •). A 

good average vc.lue of specific chloride ·b:coadening wou2.u. ·be ~. (.) ;:~CLtlSS 

per molar solution~ This is to be compared 1-rith half that va:Cue for 

bromide and an essentially zero value for iodide. 

The case of fluoride, hovrever, shown in Table X is diffen:mt. 

Here specific broadening values differ by amolU'1ts too lo.rge to explain 

away as experimental error. The data are explained if K b is u:osumed a 

to equal 1.5. Applying corrections to account for a decreased fluoride 

ion concentration and a decreased P due to complex ion formation, one 
a 

predicts the true specific broadening is about 33. 

The appropriate equation to use to analyze these data is 

l = p 
a 

K , [ xn- J (~ l ) 
ao T

2
b - T 2a 

and to derive it one must assume that 'a < < T2a' 'ba < < T2b' T2 a > T20 , 

and P a > Pb. Hayes and l'IIyers29have estimated these quantiU.es fo:c 

chloride solutions. Assuming a diffusion controlled reaction they 

estimate k b = 2x10
10

M-l sec -l at 20°C. This \vould predict 
a . 
-ll ' = 2.5Xl0 sec in a solution which is .5M in active anions. T 

a 2a 

is reponsible for the 23.58 gauss linew:i.dth of perchlorate solutions 

at 22 6
• This makes T

2
a = 2.8xl0-9 sec. 

T2b = 10 -lO sec which makes T
2

a,/T
2

b = 28. 

Hayes and Myers estimate 

~ was predicted to be 
ba 

about 5Xl0 -l
2 

sec and K , to be about .1 M-1 . T-f' v is 1 then F. 
ao · -~ "ab • ' u 

is about . 05. From the preceding it can be se,~n that if the ascurnption:.; 
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a:re about right all conditions a:re: ea:~:L. :; .:·.e;,,. 

The best value of K , f"·or f:Luo::'ide 
ao 

assumption that T2b is the same for F Cl-) and Bj.' Olk c~dclJ:t.:_,tes from 

the above equation and the experimental data th:.:;.t 1~0r CJ. 1" "" .l'.o"' r .-l J.\. ~ -- . .Yl ' 
au 

for i:3r- Kab == • 04 M-l and T
2
a/T

2
b == 22. Tne se measuTed values ::.::.'e in 

excellent agreement vti th those asswned by Hayes and ?,;yers. Tbe 1\:, of 
ao 

manganous iodide is too small to detect. At low ternperatures iodide and 

perchlorate solutions are indistinguishable from each othel'. 

Kab is expected to have a positive activation enerc;y. l/'1'
2

b 1voul d 

be expected to be larger at lower temperature due to l.e:~s complete 

averaging via a tumbling process. Therefore- l/T
2b should .:1ct as if it 

had a negative activation energy. These tvro effects could canc<:::l each 

other to give the observed zero activation energy. 

At higher temperatures) typically 100° to 200°C, experimental result;~ 

are qualitatively different from those at lovrer temperatures. 6Jf values 
xs 

are large, and increase with increasing temperature. 

In order to calculate 6H one must have accurate i.nformati.on about 
xs 

the true intrinsic linew·idth of manganous ions in 'CJater. Intrinsic line-

widths are ali-rays obtained from perchlorate solutions on the :.ls;;;mnption 

that these have no line-width contributions resulting from any i.nter;:;.ction 

oi' manganous and perchlorate ions. This assumption is substanti::r.tcc1 by 

the obsel'vation that ~~ithin wide limits, added perchlorate clces not 

affect line'>qidths appreciably~ Variations have been observed in different 

perchlorate solutions out they are small in comparison iJi th D.H j_n xs 

typical e:>.'})eriments so as sources of error these variations are not very 

tmportant. It 1.::: :!:lOSG:i.ble that .'.1, variat:Lon in the UTiiC,un~, of rJi:~:·:(Jlved 

rno:Lecular m:ygen is respons}.ble l'u.t variations of i.ntrir1c:i.c vri.dths. 



Different viscosities in cii:f'fe:re::t ss.l-c so:_-clt.ions ::::__:,·,,;_;[ 3.~ so cord,;rilmtc. 

~~.ritr.L the results 

previous results have been re-::JTCc,uced. 

Striking deviations: ~-rell outside experir;;en~c.l.:'.. e:rTol·· a:ce :3een in 

These can be ' . ' GXlJ .~ll lrlC'Q 

as due Jco viscosity differences, or to a slight tendency of very 11].{;11 

concentrations of perchlorates to form compl~x ions ·~·r:i.tn LlG.ng~'\nous, but 

in any case they are unimportant in the present dj_scussion \·Jhich in-

valves only low- .concentration salts, .1M or less. 

A careful lool<:. at the perchlorate data shovrs a tendency for 

the lm·rest concentrations: . OU.1 or less to fall at lm-1er linevridths 
~ .. 

than data for concentrations of .OlM to .1M. This trend, while it mety 

-be real, has been ignored in the analysis of the follm1ine: data. /my 

:resulting error should be. small compared to excess lincvridth observed 

and so the perchlorate linewidth function used by Hayes and Myers ha-s 

been employed. 

Tables XII & XIII present bromide data at higher temperatm·e[;, 

Note that the experimental error is approximately proportional to re-

ciprocal manganous concentration,· so that the . 00125M lv1..nl3r
2 

data, for 

instance:, has considerably more scatter than that of other c;onccntra-

tions. Obviously low· concentration bromide is much more effective, on 

a D:olar basis than moderate concentrations. 

Figure 8 is a plot of the bromide data shm·ring LJ[__j[Br- J ve1·ws 
.(;.o.J 

1000/T. At any given temperature L'lH is clearly not pr·oportio;w.l to 
)~S 

[Br 
- ., 

J • In fact it i.s more nearly propo:r-t:i.on:J.l to tlw :.; q U.::l~:CC _('(i!)'i'; of th<'; 

bromide concentration. A plot of lo;1 6.H versus log [ Br-] fox· con;:; tWJt 
0 xs 



. 0092 1'·1 '' ( ''l ('; ) . 2·5 l'· ~ 
. · ... ( 'l ,, ) j_n D0 0 i'·I'D\ \_, J" -·--l\ '-'-·-~l, ') ·-.~L~2 r .:.~ L 

·" r·· j\ "' ~~l 
rrO (~ \.: r 

20.0 24.03 21.0 2S.J.O 

48.2 14.68 32.0 22.62 

76.0 10.27 54.0 16.20 

101.0 8.20 70.0 12. 1+8 

118.1 7-52 38.5 10. )l~ 

136.0 7.35 118.0 ,~, ~- •""· o. )c) 

11.16.0 6.74 119.5 3.~9 

162.0 6.98 134.0 8.lJ.O 

175.6 7.40 1~8. 0 8.20 

19~-. 5 8.06 158.0 E3. 26 

204.7 7-9)_~ 173.0 8.81 

215.1 8.71 185.0 8.91 
228.0 9.40 
242.0 9-89 

255.0 10.05 

267.8 11.63 

.09 1'-C Mn(Cl04)2 .0092 M llin( Cl01, )0 
+l.O M iiCJ.01 ,. '-- + 

T°C D.H T°C 6][ 

20.5 23.91±.17 19.2 2Li·.99 

47.5 14.6o±.1o 87.0 1C.5) 

·.79 .. 5 9.78±.08 128.8 SJ.ll 

113.0 7. 82±. 10 156.5 -, ,, l •") 
J.V •... c. 

142.5 7.41±.05 176.0 10.19 

145.5 7.54±.10 



Table XI(continued) 

. 0095 ]'J.I 

69.0 
92.0 

105.3 
120.0 

136.4 

153-5 
170.0 

181.1 

182.3 
197-1 
210~5 

236.1 
248.5 

ll.86 

9.23 
8.69 

7-92 

7-59 

7-59 

7.31 
7.07 
7.31 
7.49 
8.06 

8.81 

9.40 

T°C 

54.3 

92.5 
113.0 

123.9 

137.5 
155.0 
168.1 
186.0 
20).0 
220.1 

236.5 
251.0 
267.7 

::.~ .. :·t 

lj.):) 

9-35 

7-7'5 
7.1;~) 

7- ).f7 

7 L.• ' . . ) 

7.7:5 
7.66 

7.56 
8.lf) 

8.10 
8 l'" • cO 

9.41 

! 
I 

I 
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'1::_..-~_.-'.; XI~ 1J.1~:r1 Tc:~;l)(; :.:·atl.~J.·c: I".:in t~~(· 
.. ·.'. . '·'-' 

_;: 

J_o .. :.;o 
__ .. -

[ Mn T·'·r "1 T°C 6E .'~~:: 
x. 

L.J~r· J 
L~ 'I· XS [D::.· - "i 

.I 

.00125~ 2.5ll 125.0 8.17 (:;7 
• I ·26~3 

.00l25~ 2.423 139-5 8.31 . 9Lf 376 

. Q(,125l:i 2.388 '1_~ !::; 
-'-•)•..J 8.56 l. J.S) 470 

. 001251-i! 2.371 148.5 8.75 l. yJ:,: 

. 00125~ 2.357 151.0 8~69 l. 32 52~) 

.00125~ 2. 3 L~6 153.0 8.73 l. jo 5Lrl1. 

. 00125I:i 2.330 156.0 8 '7t: 
• I 0 1.39 5)6 

. 00125~ 2.)06 160.5 9~02 l. 65 660 

.00125~ 2.2<)0 163.5 9-43 2.05 q,)' 
U-U 

.00125~ 2.282 165.0 9.25 1.88 752 

.00125~ 2.274 166.5 9-19 1.82 723 

. 00125~ 2.256 170.0 10.05 2.68 lOT.:? 

.0025~ 2.363 150.0 9.28 1.91 332 

. 00250_ 2.·)08 160.0 9-97 2.60 519 

.0025~ 2.256 170.0 ll. 75 4.38 876 

. 00250_ 2.239 173-5 ll. 68 4.)1 862 

.0025~ 2.236 174.0 11.60 4.23 846 

.005~ 2. 534 121.5 8.41 . 81 81 

.005~ 2.505 126.o: 8.65 1.15 lJ5 

.005~ 2. LQ3 139-5 9-17 1 .. so 180 

.005£; 2.397 144.0 9-51 2. J);. 2ll~ 

.0050_ 2.363 l50.(i 10.02 2.65 265 

.005~ 2.360 l50.5 10.15 2.78 27b 

.005~ 2.335 155.0 10.50 3 p . ,,) ).L) 

.0050_ 2.303 . 161.0 11.44 4-. Oc( )+07 

.0050_ 2.298 162.0 11.31 3. 9lr 3<)1: 

.005~ 2.277 166.0 12.22 4 rk .0....) 48'5 

.005~.· 2.267 168.0 13.43 6.06 6o6 

. 0051~ 2.261 169.0 13.41 6. ol: 6u.l: 

. 005~ 2. 2L~6 }.'72.0 1lr,lL: . 6.77 <'rt v. i 

.005Ii 2.219 1'(7. 5 15.46 8.09 80') 
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Table XII Continued 

l\;~ 
1000 [l'1nB:r2 ] 'roc 6I-I D.H 

.:--: ;~) 

T \r (.., -' ~·,....,;;. 

[.ET j 

.01M 2. 462 133 9.24 1.57 ~)). 5 

.01M 2. 397 144 10.54 3-17 l)i3. 5 
-

.OlM 2.363 150 10.84 3.1:7 ~-73. 5 -

.01M 2. )1~6 153 11.17 ).80 l90. 0 -

.01M 2.314 159 12.38 5. OJ_ 2:)(). 5 
-

. OJJv! 2.290 163.5 12.29 4.92 272.6 
-

.01M 2.282 165. 14.02 6.65 :;32. :-s 
-

.01M 2.256 170 14.')9 7-72 )61. 0 
-

.01M 2.241 173 16.30 8.93 l,l~6. 5 
-

.01M 2.216 178 16.97 9.60 480.0 

.01M 2.207 180 18.61 11.21 560.5 -

.01M 2.192 183 19.77 12.36 6''"' j_Q. 0 
-

.OlM 2.173 187 21.)4 13. 8l~ 692.0 -

.05~ 3~388 22 23.99 .41 ).j • ]_ 

.0')~ 2.489 128.5 12.23 l~. 78 l!'~!. 3 

.05~ 2.432 138 13.87 6.)0 6'). 0 

.05~ 2.391 145 15.48 8.11 81.1 

.05~ 2.385 146 16.25 8.88 88.8 

.05~ 2.335 155 18.63 11.26 112.6 

.05~ 2.293 163 21.32 13-95 139-5 

.05~ 2.246 172 25.85 18.43 J8l~. 8 



[KB~ J ~.CJ~ 

T 

.05 3.411 

.05 3-311 

. 05 3.147 

.05 3.050 

. 05 2.865 

.05 2. 728: 

.05 . 2. 716 

.05 2.613 
• 05 2.431 
.05 2.385 
.05 2.315 
.05 2.258 
.05 2.195 
.05 2.153 
.05 2.092 

- .10 3.420 
.10 2.401· 
.10 2.339 
.10 2.318 
.10 2.258 
.10 2.153 

:.·.,, 
-·....~.,-

rpO('i 
- v 

20 

23.3 
44.6 

54.7 
75.8 

93-3 
95.0 

109.5 
138.1 
146.0 
158.8 
169.6 
182.3 
191.2 
204.8 

19.0 
143.2 
154.3 
158.1 
169.5 
191.2 

!:2-I t:}-i 
:3.:: 

~:s 
x~· - ~ 

1- n,,- J 
L .LI-

2l:J.. 67 .20 4.0 

24.46 l. 46 29.2 

16.54 C'l? 18.4 •_,I-

14.32 -97 19. ~-

10.45 .15 ).0 

9.83 .9l 18.2 

9.12 .27 5.l~ 

9.10 1.07 21 )_, 
.L • r 

9-50- 2.13 1~2. 6 

10.23 2.86 57.2 
11.65 4.28 85.6 

13.39 6.02 120.4 
15.16 7.76 155.2 
17.87 10.27 205.4 
21.69 13.69 273.8 

25.81 .86 8.6 
12.58 5.21 52.1 

13.95 6.58 65.8 
14.97 7.60 76.0 
17.51 10.14 101.4 
27.01 19.41 194.1 



II 0.05 M Mn Br2 
o 0.01 M MnBr2 

e 0.005 ~ Mn8r2 

'V 0.0025 M Mn8r2 

V 0.00125 ~ Mn8r2 
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D 0.05.M Mn(CI04l2+0.05 M KBr 

6 0.05 M Mn(CI04)2 +0.01 M KBr 

I0 1 L-----L-----------~----------~--------~ 
2.15 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 

1000/ T (°K) 

MUB11954 

Fig. 8. Log ~Hxs/[Br-] vs 1000/T for various manganous ion solutions 
containing bromide ion. 
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range of l'l.ir'..Br
2 

c:oncentration.c; 
•"') 

t~J )>.; ~ rj --: ~.':. 

0 -"'.L tl' l' • '--,;: t ]_'~5o "'0 • -·"cO d r:·~· t ")lO "'1lS 1ne lS • Ll-J a c , . ) · a-r.; lo c..n • ) i a- .L ~'- • 

at constant ionic strength the slope is l. 0. To.bl.es XIV and Xi/ p:cesent · 

similar data for iodide and. Table rvr. sho-vrs some sl{etc!1y chlOl':i.ck dat:J, 

vvhich can be compared ·with chloride data obtained by I-byes and ;.;yen:;. 

("-:-::> 'l 

' -·The theories of' De bye and HUcl\:el and of Br6hsted J-
1 predict. tl1:.:!. t 

formation rates of' complex ions involving ions of oppo:3ite clwrge kill 

decrease with increasing ionic strength and that 

00 

_ log Kab -log Kab 

- l"' 2 b t f' . t J '\vhere ..L = ;:::; L.. m. z. , m. is t e molali y o- the J.th cornponcn· nnu z_. 
r.. l J. l . _]_ 

is its charge. 
00 

K is K b at infinite dilution. p j_s the den:;Hy of 
ab a 

water, and ~ i~ its dielectric constant. 

This equation allow-s an ex-b·apolation to zero concentration, 

such as shown in Fig. 9-. Points for Fig. 9 were read from the 'best 

set of points of the same concentration shown in li'ig. $. At 

- 33 ( y -1/2 ) 
E = 41.87 and P = .9075. ·so one expects log K/K''oA l-~Il/2 ::: 2. 8_5 

At other temperatures this same quantity, calculated in the sa:rne 1-ray 

is found to be : 

oc::ci 
c..') 2. 0~-

140° 2.68 

150° 2.76 

160° 2.85 

170° 2.9h 



-. j.O) 

200° 

Tl t t l )_, 0 0 l .~0 0 - l 9 0 0 nree empe:ca u:ces) ..Lr ) .LO ) ana .1..· are represented in Fig. 

9 ' ec line co:cresponding to tr1e theol"etical slope i~ dravm tbrouch 

excess line·width of the 05¥ vn(('lO ) nluc lO~·f ·.ro .. , "'~l,,-:-.;.·~n • J..l l~..U V.L 4 
2 

.1::" ~o.J •- .J.J. 1\...:..J.!. o..)V.LL• v...._.o..._..~ • It can 

be seen that thi_s slope comes fairly close to fitt:i.ng ti1e expeTin:cnto_l 

results. Lines seem to be somewi1at wi.der at lovr concentrations than 

predicted by the .theory. 

Hayes fu"ld Myers estimate that at l60°C 
-l. 

sec 

for chloride. Other ions would be expected to have almost the same 

value. If this is the correct value) T should be ~xl0-9 sec 
a :i.n 

• 002l5M l'fmBr
2 

at 160°. T2 a = 9X:l_o-9 at this same tcrnpcrctture :.;o the 

iriequali ty T a < T
2

a used to derive some of the linevlj_dth eo.uat::.ons i~ 

not especially good. This could explain the deviation :Jecn ir; i;'i:·· 9 

of the points at lowest concentration. At even lm·rer cor:r..:cnt1·;,~U.ons 

than were lJ.Sed T becomes greater than T2 _. and the specif'j_c ln·o~llc:'ii.ng a a 
4 

should become equal to l/1-;:ab) about 10 gauss per mole. The . 00.!.2') M. 

l'fmBr
2 

point is seen to deviate by 220 gauss per mole at J.60°. v.':L th 

accm·ate measurements at lower concentrations it 1-IDul<i be po:~[;iblc to 

measurE: kab. This could be done ~vi th the improved J.OO Lc spcctror:1t.:: i;e:;r 

which was used for the low concentration sulfate 1·:ork to be d.eccribcd 

in the next section. 

\·Tnen bromide specific line'l'lidths are extro.polate:u to ze:ro c:once:n-

tr.:1tion they indic::l.te an activation e:'lc:::rc:y of about ~L!.j Y.cu.1/::K;1c) 

con::;.~den:.1J~f l:ig";:e::-.· than the 9.35 Kcal/rr.ole :reported by !hye;~ ancl Myer;.;. 
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A 190 °C 

• 160 oc 
• 140°C 

10 1 ~----------~----------~----------~----~ 
0 0.1 1/2 0.2 0.3 

I 
I +I 112 

MUB1195~ 

. I - 112 1/z F1g. 9. Log .6.Hxs [Br ] vs I /( 1 +I ) at 140, 160 and 190°C for 
manganous ion solutions containing bromide ion, showing the effect 
of ionic strength. Lines in the figure are uniformly drawn with the 
theoretical slope through the extreme right hand data point. 
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Table xrv. Li!:e"t·.::!.dt}1s o: ... ;'.~:I,:) 

[V.ni
2

] 
1000 

T°C L.H .\]: 
L\L 

T 
x~; 

xs 
j\ ~ 

.0125!i 3.388 22 21.79 .21 3. L, 

. 0125~ 2.-701 97 8.92 :'7 6.8 • ,.J..j 

.0125!i 2.511 125 8. Lf2 .92 ::;s.s 

.0125~ 2.357 151 10.62 -· 0~ 
).~') 130.0 

.0125~ 2.282 165 12.32 4.95 198.0 

.0125~ 2.211 179 14.72 7.33 29).2 

.0125~ 2.207 180 14.83 7.4) 297.2 

• 0125t! 2.150 192 18.94 11. )4 453.6 

.05t! 3.399 21.0 24.69 . 65 6.5 

.05t! 3.266 32.0 19.69 .29 2.9 

.05~ 3.080 51.5 14.62 . 62 6.2 

.05~ 2.974 63.0 12.33 . 43 1+. 3 

.05!i 2.807 83.0 10.77 l. 07 10.7 

.05~ 2.716 95.0 10.01 1. o6 10.6 

. 05!i' 2. 669 101.5 9.64 1.14 ll. ~-

.05!i 2.596 112.0 9.82 1.84 18.4 

.05t! 2.499 127.0 10.65 3.23 32.) 

.05!i 2.403 143.0 13.26 5.89 5E3. 9 

.05t! 2.314 159.0 16.54 9.17 9L7 

.05~ 2.234 174.5 23.10 15.73 :15'7·3 



'I'able XV Line-: .. · :_c;_ :.:.,J-ls ~ -~ . ,/)~ ~--:1: ( ·~ J. c~_ ) ~~ .. \ J. V..!. 

----
lOCC· 

.. .:..:. 
[vr" 'I'oC 1\ ·;.T ' 

:...: :_·: 

"' J 
'., 

rp : .. ~ .L ............. 

')c;:"'. ~ .u/=:: 3-427 18.7 25.91 }_.55 31.6 

.(jji 2.637 99.0 -.. I"--
':J.O) l. 03 20.6 

.05£i 2.427 l38.9 9.18 1.S1 
~ .. , ' <) 

)0.~ 

;~~£i 2.419 140.2 9.09 1.72 jl+. 4-

.05Ivi 2.404 142.8 9.40 2.03 40.6 

.05£i 2.326 156.8 10.62 3.25 65.0 

.05£i 2.249 171.5 lO.f55 3.48 69.6 

. 05£i 2.207 180.0 14.40 7.00 140.0 

.:LOM 3-419 19.3 25.11 3l . ~ ).1 -

.10M 3-357 24.7 22.03 - -37 - 3-7 

.lOM 2.926 68.5 12.16 l. 01 10.1 -

.10M 2. 712 95.5 9.82 .97 9.7 

.10M 2.448 135.3 10.27 2.90 29.0 

.10M 2. 433 137.8 10.66 3.29 32.9 

.10M 2. 410 141.9 10.67 3.30 3),0 -

.10M 2.326 156.7 - 12.14 4.77 47.7 

.10M 2.303 161.0 13.36 5-99. 59·9 

.10M 2.282 165.0 13.20 5.83 58.3 -

.10M 2.252 170.9 13.86 6.49 61.1-.9 -

.10M 2.201 181.2 16.54 9.14 91.11--

.10M 2.195 182.3 16.77 9.37 93.7 

.10M 2.100 203.0 23.~.8 15.50 155.0 
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1000 T°C 6_';.1 6:-:. 6.II 
T •L lntr ..... 

"'""' 

'3. 426 18.7--. ·:. 25.15±.20 25.10±.20 .05±.40 

3.277 32.0 20.40±.16 19.40 1.00 
3.224 37.0 18.)9±.15 17.79 .60 
3.162 43.0 16.)4±.11 16.00 .34 
3.075 52.0 14. 62±.11 13.85 .77 
3.010 59.0 13.21±.11 12.50 . 71 

2.955 65.2 12. 05±. 09 11. 6o .45 
2.889 73.0 11. 56± .12 . 10.60 .96 
2.800 84.0 10. 92±.10 9.60 L)2 

2.734 92.6 10.90±.10 9.00 1.90 
2.686 99·3 11.19±.10 8.60 2.59 
2. 663 102~'3 . 11. 45±.10 8.45 3.00 

2.607 110.4 12. 09±.19 8.00 4.09 

2.599 111.5 12.24± .13 7.98 4.26 

2.556 n8.o 12.82±.15 7.70 5.12 
. 2. 551 118.8±1.0 13. 05±.10 7.65 5.40 

2. 499 127. o±l. 0 14.79±.15 7.50 7.29 



indicated activaticn energy is a function of conce:1t:l·: ·c. ::·1r:. .\i· l1j 1.~!1 

vation energy as the Jv!nCl
2 

they stuQj_eci. 

One can also calculate a o~uantity MS, the Ciifi\:::1'encc in L\S for 

+2 
the reaction of Mn and a halide c.::u.sed by usin~:: Cii:Sere;1t haJ.j_dcs. 

Iodide has a L'>S .7~ e.u. i.ess than th::;_t of ·oror.lide. Co:':!x~:-.ing .G)1\l 

J:VmBr
2 

with linevridths of • 05::: ?-i;·1Cl
2 

found in Fig. 2 of the paper by 

Hayes and Myers gives 68 of chloride . 55 e. u. greatel' than bromide. 

F. Results-lv1anga.nOlU3 s·ulf'ate Soltltion,s 

Sulfate solutions were studied by Haye~; and Mycr}9 bu.t their 

results are complicated by the rather high concentrations used. Their 

most dilute solution was .005M :r:vmso4, and in their other solutions ionic 

strength was not kept constant. 

N'.tDSo4• co::-.1plex ions are much rr.ore easily formed thar1 JIInBr-. At 20°C 

a Kab of 158 has been reported; vrith an activation energy /\II "" 3. 37 

Kcal/mole and 68 = 22. 6. 34 
Therefore at 20° • 005M Jv!nSO, is 351~ complexed, 

LJ-

and at higher temperatures it is even more so. To simplify ·matterc; lmver 

-3 -4 -2 concentrations were run. These varied fron1 3Xl0 to 5Xl0 M so1~ , and 

ionic strength v1as kept approximately constant by a.ddition of No.CJ01 • 
I 

Manganous ion -vras kept constant at . OOlM. 

Table ).'VII presents 2G°C data for these lovr concentration sulfate 

solutions. Adjusted specific broadening, listed in the extr~me ri~ht 

hand column of Table XVII has been c•:tlculated assuming the mc<nc:,Lno:<c 

sulfate ;\ , = 158. 
~LO 



Table XVII Manganous line1-1idths for various concentrations of s,_,_lfate ion at 20°C 

[ 804 ==] 6H (a) 
20 - (6~ ) (b) 

0 xs 

(6H ) -~ ----(6-rL- -) ---zc-; 
20 xs. _2·J xs (AD.J.) 

[sol.~= J [ so11 OCJ 

-----------------------------------------------------
o(d) 23. 8o-..t. o4 

5.0:!:10-4 (e) 2LJ .. 24±. 02> .1~4±.12 880:t240 1020±270 

1. oo± 10-3 ( f) 24. 76±. oh . 96±. 08 960± 80 lllQ-1: 90 

2. 00±10-3 (g) 25. oo±. ol~ 1.20:!:,08 6oo± Jw 675± h) 

3. 00±10 -3 (h) 25.38±.07 l. 58±.11 530± lfO 585± L}O 
·---------------·--· ---

(a) Data are for points -vrithin . 5° of 200°C, Numbers are corrected to 20°. Limits of errcr 

are one _ave--. dev. divided by square root of number of obse:cvations. 

(6~0 )xs = 6H20 - 23.80±.oL~ 

+-+ 
ADJ. by assuming that the reaction IVitl + so1 ~ = -> [l;lnso4] has a K = 158 

7 - I 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) -"' 6 ov10 _./n W-"10 • ,.,~ :.:.: _.a.L. !j.' This and e.ll othc1' sC>lutions c::mte ·: n l. 0><10 -.:;0_ 1-::_n( Cl01~)2 
'"1 ,, ,, '-L ~' <' T) . ..-; -l r, 

ana 2. 0/,_LC -· '''-'-' "'),. ,. 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

( ; ~ 1 
\-4/ 

All solutions 1-:ere deoxygens.ted. 

_!, -3-
-0''10 '' ·r. so + 5 0>' 1 !) l-l ;.-;, ('l 0 , ) _•, :.:_: Lct2 • 4 • ,J_· ::: "'i-':1-v.L )_~ 

-~ l -3 
l "-'XJ 0 _./I' ·l·'.,, SO + ' 0Xl 0 '1.: F:o Cl'v' • ~-~ - _: .~'2'- 4 ro ~ -- ~ -·- 4 

-~ -~ 
r.. 1"'\ ' / l -, /., ~ - - c ~"'\ + 2 r· /1 r'\ ./ ' .. ~- ('- 0 c., u~..Jx_._l; ~ l.:..

2
uv4 . u>~..Lu :2 1·;2 ___ j_ 4 

-~ 
~).C~:\x~_C· _.-~~ T:::.2 so1~ 

I en 
\.0 

I 
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- " . . ../ .. ,.... .., ,.lCJ .. -:~ Hayes and 1r;yers es"tlmace k , = ~X1.J ,,: 
ao 

~ J. ·~:. ::~ ;.) 0 c. 
-7 -4 is correct • is 10 in 5Xl0 M sulfate and • a a 

3Xl0-3M sulfate solution. This is to be compared ivi th a T
2 a 

2.8xlo-9 It can be seen that "t' a >> T2a which indicates that the 

equation to use to analyze the data is 

sec. 

l. 
=--= 

"t' 
a 

T'ne extrapolated value of specific broadening at zero sulfate 

-1 concentration is approximately 1100 gauss M vJhich corresponds to 

10 -1 -l 
kab = l. 7Xl0 sec M , rather close to the value estimated by Hayes 

and Myers. At higher concentrations the specific broadeninG is seen 

-1 to be falling rapidly, presumably toward the value of 100 gauss M 

1~0'Ld1d by Hayes and Myers at high concentrations. 

At higher temperatures sulfate is rather more complicated. Table XVIII 

-a.nd Fig •. ' lO :' present data at 122°, 154 ° "and 175°. Hayes and Myers 

~ 0 ll -1 -1 estimate that at loO kab = 2xl0 sec M • Then by calculation at 

"t' 
a 

. -8 -9 varles from, 10 to l. 7Xl0 sec in sulfate solutions of bet1vccn 

-4 -3 5Xl0 and 3Xl0 M. At this same temperature the intrinsic lincwidth 

is about 7 gauss so T2a = 9Xl0-9 sec ana 'a ~ T2a. No simplified equa

tion is applicable here because Eq. (1), discussed in the introduction 

to manganous linewidths in this work, requires that 'a << T2a and Eq. 

(2) requires T
2 

<< 'r • a a 

Hayes and lfzyers determined the T2 at 160° of a manganous sulfate 

ion pair at a concentration high enough that the complex \vaG catur:J.tcd, 

that is, where P ::: 0. It was found that under such condition::; the: ion a 
-9 relaxes through species c and T2 = 2.5x10 sec. This could be con-

sidered to be equal to T2b, at least insofar as Eq. (4) is concerned, 



Table XVIJ:I 

Temp 

J22±2°C 0 

122:!:2 <= '/l 0-4 
.) "'"-

122:~2 ' " -3 1.0Xl0 

122±2 . 2.0X10-) 

122±2 3. 0X10 -3 

154±4 °C 0 

154±11- 5 Xl0-4 

154±4 l.OXlO -3 

154±4 2.0Xl0-3 

154±~ 3.0X10-3 

l75±5°C 0 

175±5 5 Xl0-4 

175±5 l..OXl0-3 

175±5 2. OXl0-3 

17515 3. OXl0-3 

~t!-

7.22 

7.91 

8.69 

10.20 

10.90 

6.88 

8.12 

9-25 
l l (")-. 
.L~.O) 

13.53 

7.04 

8.70 

10.27 

14. ~-8 

16.09 

O'o . ./ 

1.47 

2.98 

).68 

2.)7 

4.95 

6.65 

l. 66 

3.23 

7.44 

9.05 

. 1230 

2li:)o 

2370 

21180 

2220 

5320 

3230 

3720 

3020 

(a) 

(b) 

Solutions used are the same as those described in Table: XV;II. 

6H values are estimated to be accurate to ±.1 gauss. 
xs 
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5~--------~---------r--------~----~ 

4 

3 

2 

0 5 x 10-4 M No2so4 

V 1.0 x 10-3 M No 2S04 

0 2.0 x 10-3 M No2S04 

b. 3.0 X 10-3 M No2S04 

I ~--------~~--------~----------~----~ 2.2 2.3 
1000/T(°K) 

2.4 2.5 

MUB11953 

Fig. 10. Log ~H /[so4 =] vs 1000/T including theoretical points (at 
I XS · 

1000 T = 2. 31} and three sets of experimental data. L1ne s are 
drawn with a slope of 5.45 kcal/mole. 



-C9 
•. 0 Jr::x·· o ..J.•- ~ 

2685 and. 

that at l6G°C 

-'))-

. · . ...: .....• 
v ..J..,, •• ._ 

_(", 

.,.,.. 
._, • .1. J . 

,..., 
..L·?·· - 9. 5Xl0 ~' __ ., 

f'Ol' 

results beet w~cn .. 
OCt 

ti1at l>I·! /[SO~"'} "')080, )070, 
xs '+ 

5Xl0 ;..4 
1 

lXlO -j, 2Xl0 -) :.:..~·•d 

in Ta"ole .).'VIII-. are approximately 2800) 2800, 2800 ;:u:d. 2500 ::.n the 

value used in this calcu..latiorJ. is tl--~at .o:"' 1< .. ) \·1l1ich is the vo..luc cho~en 
aD 

oy i-Iayes a.."l.d. r{yers. 

-cion i11volvi:1g the viscosity and. di~lectl"'ic consta:-:-: of \·/atel"'. 

Te~en~ereQ that their ass~ned value of 1<. .. 
ao 

at 20~ .L• . 
vtD.S 

Si:"1CC K. 
ab 

calc·J.::..a te s K . 
a!J 

~ 250 at 160° :.:..t the io:-;.ic 

rcd.uce~ fro~ 1000 to 570. T--':l value o:~ 570 

is accc?ted. as correct, 

\ - ~ll -l -l 
"~. JXlv sec M • 

t~is ior.iiC 

of .. 
oc 

can oe: 

find 

K. 
ao 

~{ . ao 

that in • / .. ,,. r'" -. -2 "i . oc5r;: 1v~'1so4 ) -r.. • ...... L ~oL., .J -oc ao r 

U~ing the relation 

~ -i-2 ' ,- -,...., -2 1. 
l l-t'1 ! -u .... - i..'-' 4 .J 

-9 2xlO ::cc. 
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Figure· 10 is a plot o:i Lif ve;'~:us 1J0)/T fo:r t,;~,~ :·:; ,_)1 tcm}"Jerature 
):C 

' sulfate data. The slope of the lines is 5. 45 Kcal ;\;_J_ ~;hich is to be 

compared vl,i th the values of 1+. 8 Kcal Ivl-l for . 005~1 HnS01+ and 2. lS Kcal 

-l 
M for .1M Mnso

4 
obtained by Hayes and M;y12rs. It is very cli.fficult to 

separate the effects of the different reactions which contribute to this 

activation energy. 

G. Results Sunrnarized 

Table XIX 

F-· Kab = 1.5 at 22° 

T2a/T2b = 22 at 22 ° 

Cl 

Br"' 

6H of activation is small 

K · = .045 at 22° 
ab 

11 -1 -1 6 0 k ~ 2Xl0 sec M at 1 0 
ab 

6H of activation of linew·idth = 14.5 Kcal M-l at low· 

· concentration without volume correction. .6H approaches 

9.4 Kcal at high concentration. 

66S = -.55 vs Cl e. u. 

Kab < .01 at 22° 

kab and 6H 
act 

same as Br 

MS = -1.29 VS Cl e. u. 

kab 
10. -1 -1 

at 20° = l. 7><10 ,\1 sec · 

'ba 
' ll -1 -1 k = 4 ~XlO .... ~e·c ~1 ab • _., ·· · 

,. = )Xl0-9 sec 
be 
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III. ELECTRON RELAXATION IF :ii'I'ROSO::JISlTLFON/\Ti': In~: 

Pearson and Buch30 have studied the interaction of paramagnetic 

ions in solution and the effects on electron spin relaxation. TI1ey 

observe a broadening of the resonance lines of one paramagnetic species · 

as the result of the introduction of another. 

The primary species chosen vras nitrosodisulfonate ion, 

This ion forms a deep purple solution vrhich is stable at basic and neu-

tral pH. Solutions are prepared by dissolving the potassium salt of 

nitrod.isulfonate d.imer, a material lmown as Fre'my salt, )5 v1hich is 

yellow and. diamagnetic. The spectrum of the ion in solution consists 

of three lines due to N14 (I= 1). The lines are all of equal width 

and are split with an A value of about 13 gauss. 36 At high gain more 

hyperfine structure can be seen. 37 Pearson and Buch probably chose 

this ion because of its small size, narrow resonance lines and avail-

ability. 

Pearson and Buch put nitrosodisulfonate ion in solution with a 

variety of other paramagnetic ions such as Cr+3, Ni+2, and Cr(CN)
6

-3. 

Broadening is found to be approximately linear with the concentra.tion 

of the added ions, and varies from 1000 gauss 1/mole for Cr+3 to 10 

gauss 1/mole for Cr(CN) 6 -3 . They propose a theory to account for these 

effects. 

In the absence of any interaction, for instance at very great 

dilution or without addition of a second species, the ESR spectrum 

observed is considered to be that of a "free ion". Line-vlidths and 

line shapes in this case of a "free ion" are the result of mny possible 

internal relaxation mechanisms which have been studied by other workers. 



One can ignore the specific intc:cnal lllC:C>J:J.c, .. ~L.;_. · ;-::,·.-.. ... ; :.iJ.d con;,~ i.der 

the total line-vlidth of free ions Cl.S <in inb~ins·:.c J~nc.·~·ii.L '::ioi.ch jt::;eJ.J.' 

is unaffected by addition of other l'arama,c:;netic spe..::·:.c:: t., tlle .solution. 

This requires the assumption that added solutes do not :1fl'ect any of tl1e 

original relaxation rates. This assu;nption is probably l'~ther good \vhen 

working in dilute solution and when the broadened and intrinsic line-

widths are both measured at the same ionic strength. 

Pearson and Buch find excess line·widths, defined as total line-

width minus intrinsic linevridth, v1hich are pToportional to the concen-

tration of some other paramagnetic ion added to the solution. Line-

widths can be related to relaxation times by use of the reJ.ation 

(. r: ) -1 6 -8 ( ) -l T
2 

= h "'3 7Tg~H = . 55 x 10 ,6Ir v1here 6H is the \\'iclth in gauss units 

f th t . . . ] . 29 rom e positive to nega lve derivative maxuna of a I,orentzJ.an .J.ne. 

Excess linewidths then correspond to another relaxation mechanism with 

a characteristic relaxation time as calculated above. 

The simplest mechanism for interaction and relEL'Cation between the 

electron spins of the observed species, A, and the other paramagnetic 

species, B, is by dipole-dipole coupling, but spin exchange can also be 

important. Chemical interaction, such as the formation of an ion pair 

(A,B) which has a different relaxation time than species A, can be 

judged as unimportant if diamagnetic ions B' of the same charge and 

size as paramagnetic species B do not cause broadening of sped.es A. 

Dipole-dipole coupling only will be assumed leaving for a later section 

the question of possible spin exchange. 

Dipole-dipole contribution to the measured spin relaxation time T
2 

is approximately
1

' 7 



and 

par~~~gnetic electrons and ·c 
c 

fanned 

is the lifet.ir:1c 

T. 
.C 

-1 
T. 

:c 

interaction; 

of the: 

tirn.e of the ior~ _pair .. 

If 

sec .. 

species 

to T c 

for 

-l 
;. :L -c has ~)c:2n 

is 

+ 7 
s 

c.:n6. 

in.st~"!.nc:s: 

For 2.s he lei c ons"cant 

s 

-l 

v - ,·_, 

T. 
r 

tl1C 

:Cor 

i.ntcraction. 

= D.'.~, I:.; v.3jo;:.-rn. 
... - .... ../ .c\.. J. ) T 

s 

is life-

·tcrl11 con-

'"·' 2+ .d..L T 
s 

:reaso11able for an ion pair .. ~ 

and T 
c 

4 
__ 

0
-12 

o)X..L sec~ then the ciipole-dipole contribution to the re-

~-8 
laxation t:iJ11.e T

2 
i·zill be &bout 3xlO sec. Dipole-dipole coupling is 

reduced by the sixth poi·rer of interionic distance so that at separo,t.ions 

·of more than perhaps SX this interacc;ion tr2rm is neGligible. 

Ions A and B in solution vrill be in c;quilibrium bet>veen free ion:::; 

and ion pairs, 

A + B 

anc..l 

k. ao 
~> 
<-

lL 
oa 

.r:\. 
ab 

}c. 
ba 

(A: B) 

If relaxat j_on is through dipole -clip ole cou.plint; it ',·till ·onl:y .. occur 

-i no·, ·.·.· .. '.\ 

interac"c, 

··' 
1_,, 

,• ........ ··· ·-
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Pearson and Buch quote the c;eneral soluticn to -~ile i{L()C!1 equation3 

for the case of exchange betVIeen f::·ee o.nd paircG. ion:"3. 

where ~i = T2i/ri and Ta = 1/kab[B], Tb = 1/l~a· Under the cmditions 

that T2a > T2b and Ta > Tb then 

Pearson and Buch use this theory to divide their eA~ernnental 

results into two groups. +3 +3 Group I contains the ions Cr(H20) , Gd , 

+2 N.+2 C +2 l . Co , 1 , u and some camp ex 1ons. They assume 1.-b > > T2b and 

that therefore ~b = 0. Broadening should be determined by kab Hbich is 

about the same for all ions. This is used to explain why all ions in 

Group I broaden nitrosodisulfonate ion by about 1000 gauss 1/mole. 

+3 +3 - +-
Group II contains the lanthanides Ce , Pr , Nd ) and some complex 

ions. Here they estimate Tb is approximately equal to T2b. Broadening 

is not as great as in Group I, but varies between 80 and 160 gauss 1/mole. 

No explanation is offered by Pearson and Buch for the effect of 

Cr(CN)6 -3 or of self broadening of (so
3

)
2
No-2 • 

One can speculate and propose another theory to explain these data. 

The theory of diffusion controlled reactions38 can be used to calculate 

kab which is found to be approximately 

k -ab -
47Ti\.LIJ 
1000 

where A is the conductance of the ions and N is Avagadro's number. At 

10 -1. -1 25°C this equation predicts kab = 2x10 sec 1'1 and that kab has an 
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activation energy of about 3.5 KCJ.1/mole. K , l:a;.; been 
0.0 

"0 Ci:;tim:"J.tcd.J to 

be about 100 for a doul)ly positive cation reacting i·iith c:t doubly negative 

anion. In solutions with both A and Bat 2xl0-3t£, spccciec (A, B) will be 

about one-third of the total A. The actual K _ can v:try c1u.itc a bit from 
ab · 

100. 

T2b and Tb are defined as the unper·turbed relaxation t:imc and life

time of species (A B)· T and T are the lifetime of ::;r.lcc:ics A and the 
' ' . a 2a 

intrinsic relaxation time of species A. If species 

-7 ~ T2a = 3xlO sec. If r = 4. 5A in the ion pair and 

) 
-2 A is (so_ ~NO , 

) c 
2+ 

species B ic Ni , 

-8 10 -1 -1 3 
T2b = 2xl0 sec. If kab = 2xl0 sec M and [ B] = 2xl0- ~ 

-ra = 2.5xl0-8 and -rb = 5xlo-9 sec. These values meun -ra < < T2a. and 

where P is the mole fraction of species A. 
a 

Using the above numbers one finds that l/T2 - l/T
2a = 2.8x107 sec. 

which corresponds to an excess linewidth of about one-half gauss. The 

experimental value, to be discussed in a later section, is two gauss, 

indicating an error of a factor of four in the estimated Kab or T2b, 

both of which are uncertain by that amount. 

Pearson and Buch made the different assumption that -rb > T2b and 

derive the result that 

They also find reasonable agreement with theoretical predictions. If 

10 -1 -1 -3 kab = 2xl0 sec ~ , and [B] = 2xl0 £I., the excess linevridth will be 

about 2.6 c;auss if the mechanism is that assumed by Pearson and Buch. 

-1 

I 
l 
I 
I 

I 
J 
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these ions approach clo::;cr than L1. 5A Ol' to .:iCGilll1C e1.n intet·::tction other 

than dipole-dipole intcrCLction. 

The two different broade.11ing mechanicms can be distin[','"uisl"J,:;d in n 

variable temperature expcr:L'Tient. The mechanL~m assumed. by Pearson and 

Buch will have an activation energy of 3.5KCal/mole, which is the 

activation energy of 11... The mechanism involving fast exchange and 

Tb < T
2

b will have a less certain activation energy, but it mic;ht be 

expected to be something like that found in ivinSO~. solutions vlhich were 

discussed in an earlier section of this work. Both systems include 

small double positive and double negative ions. The activation energy 

for excess linewidth in manganous sulfate is about 5 KCal/mole. 

It is not necessary that the paramagnetic species broadening nitro-

sodisulfonate be ionic. Non-ionic broadening agents, such as molecular 

oxygen or nitric oxide require a somewhat different treatment. From the 

theory of diffusion controlled reactions38 

where D = 
RT 

0 

If we assume that a = 4. 5A, i.e., that the oxygen must get to within 
ab 

0 

4.5A of species A in order to effect relaxation, and if.we assume 
0 0 

. aB = .5A, that is, that the size of molecular oxygen in water is 5A, 

. 1 f . . t f t 25° c k '7 1010· -l -l usJ.ng va ues o · vJ.scosJ.· y or wa cr at , b = l. x JvJ ::;ec • 
a -

This value is about the same 1<:: b as one finds for ions of opposite a 

charge. Oxygen is not attracted to species A as an oppositely charc;ed 

ion would be, but it does not have to drag solvated Hater alone;, o.nd 

neither does it have an ion cloud to pull, so it is effectively smaller. 
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Smaller size makes up for lack of electro:::::tatic attL·:.::.c<.ion ,~o k, 1 for 
'·") 

oxygen is about the same as for ions. 

The activation energy expe,-;ted for the function T/'1, l·:bich j ,, tl1e 

temperature dependent part of k , is about 5KCo.l/mole. Oxygen is not 
ao 

likely to form a complex with species A and therefore it is e:X1)Ccted 

10 -1 -1 
from a k b = l. 7Xl0 M sec that excess line-\vid th \vill be about 1100 

a -

gauss molar concentration of oxygen wit~ an activation enerGY of about 

5 KCal/mole. And this can be checked with a variable temperature ex-

periment. 

B. Samples 

Fremy's salt was obtained from K and K Laboratories. The sample 

was, of course, impure because of normal decomposition. Some of the 

material used was purified by the method of Murib and Rittcr39 which 

involves precipitation from a saturated solution of Fremy's salt in 

concentrated KOH solution followed by washings with methanol. Results 

obtained from purified and impure material were the same Hhcn extrapolated 

to zero cencentration. Moderate concentrations of purified material 

gave Hider lines than solutions containing equal Height::; of unpurified 

material. On dissolution samples Here sometimes observed to bubble and 

froth. Even i-f made from the same amounts of purified salt and prepared 

at the same time solutions are not expected to have identical concentrations. 

No special effort Has made to control or measure the actual concentration 

of nitrosodisulfonate ion. Jones
40 

has studied the effects of self 

"0 
broadening and Pearson and Buch~ have investigated mixed solution::; of 

other ions and kno~VD concentrations of nitrodisulfonate ion. Forl".uno.tcly 

a study of temperature· effects does not require accurate knovrlcdgc: of 

disulfonate concentration. Relative effects Hill do just a::; well. 
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. . ' .. 
:·~: : .. ~. ~- ~~ :. :v:: (t 

. Refs. )0 and ,4o, ro.ther relative temperature s"cudies only Ql'C inJccnd.ed. 

All soJ.utions containing ni trosodisulfonate ion G.ccc:·;<?O-sc ':·.'i th time. 

At pH 8 o.r 9, t.he cliffercnce co.n be seen in a day or ::.;o. f,~:_ pH7 or belov 

decomposition Nost of the decomposition p:toducts clio.-

m"' gne"" ·' c 'ouJ. ,.;orne "1·' ~o g"'s ·' ~ r"ormecl Th,_' s "1''0 rn'"Y 'oe +-.11~ C-'11.1 ~ c of o. , ~-"· v.L _.,. ._, v , 1' u. .l.~ • 1~ v. ~·- •• --

"c~··i·lf"' .... io•' c,.,,,.ay ~n 1 "~e····1'u'+h. seen-as. &"1. incre:.1se . " . ::..n cxc~ss J...:Lnc-. srn.£tll c..:. . .J- ~-v- ··- ...... .._...~.. 0 .1.. ...~-...~.. ... .!. ,, v ... J. 

.. .. : ..... 
wr'o.1 +h ~ ... ·'ni~~e~ +-c·~~;~., ... u~e" r'n aaec, ~olutions. m111i~ ·JL·~ consistent with ...., • \,.•.v "'-G'· ......... _v . ;:·"'"-..:. ~ ... v ...~.. v .. "'C.) ......... - - ... _..., ..... 

. . . . ' 
. . . . 

these solutions. ·.Because of these considerations samples 1-:ere used 
.· ... , 

w:ithin a dd.y .of the tj_me· of ·preparation. Other. suosJcanccs in solution 

. ' ! ~\ .. .. ... 

. can incre~se the decay ~ate as will be shown later, buc sucn proo.Lems 
. .. . .. , I 

.. ··. ,. . . !. 

do not a:ffe<;:t. the resul(cs significantly. 
i 

Prepe.ration of· a solution containing both parumac:netic · co.t:Lonc. c:tnct 

reasonably stable ·nitrosodisulfonate ion requires major compromises • y_T' 
.1n p.11 

and concentration. 
. . +2 

Cations such as Ni :precipitate hydroxides in bo.sic 

solutiqn bu:t a reasonable compromise for Ni +
2 

is a pH bet1·:cen 7. 5 and 

· 7. 0. After experimenting w·ith many buffer solutions of different pHs 

it .1·ras found that a mixture containing . 002M NiC~ + • OOH-i KI~?01 1• + 

• 002M I<2HP04. saturated with C0
2 

a,t 25° and then sealed in clo.:::s is quite 

·stable, even over a period of weeks. Most other Ni+2 solutions preiJo..recl 

~·tith ·o'~hcr buffers became turbid in a day or so. Turbid so~.t:.J.;ions con- . 

~te.ining' nitro~qdisulfonate· and. cations show· much less broude::~:L:i[~, ~~D.:-,· D. 

· factor of two than stable solutions, 
•.. : '' ~ t ~· •' I ~ . . ~ . 

. :positive ions ~igi;t be involved in agglomerates that prevent interaction 

vn-cn nitrosodisulfonate ions .. Phosphate buffers of higher· conccn'c:cu.·~j.on '-!.Ye 

'l..L"l.suitable "oecause of precipitation of Ni) (Po4)
2

, or something ::;ir1ilu.r,. 
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and because high ionic strenc;ths confuse intcrpretatio1; ·li· rc:::;ult::;. 

All solutions v1ere deoxygenated. Th:L:3 is very jJ11port:cnt bc:c:tU:~c 

water saturated with atmospheric oxyc;en gives about twice the nu.lural 

linewidth found in deoxygenated 1vater. 
30 Other workers often t:i.id not 

bother with deoxygenation when vwrldng under const<:tnt temperature con-

ditions. Variable temperature worl\. requires an absence of molcculo.r 

oxygen because of the large oxygen activation energy and bccau:~e of 

temperature hysteresis effects in linei·Tidth measurements ccm:::;ed iJy slow 

formation and reabsorption of gaseous oxygen bubbles. All solutions Here 

made with water boiled vigorously .for 20 minutes or mon:: then bub1)lccl 

with N
0 

or Ar while cooling back to room temperature. Runs with ad.<leci 
c:. 

oxygen were made with boiled water cooled to 0°C 1-1hile being bubbled. 

Temperature was varied and measured in just the Hay dc:::cribl;,J in 

detail in the discussion of manganous linewidths. Dry air or nitroccn 

is blown through a copper coil irrunersed in a constant tcmpcra.turc bath. 

Immediately after leaving the heat exchanger, the air blows through a 

quartz dewar inside the cavity. The sample is cooled or heated by this 

air stream and its temperature is measured by a thermocouple placed in 

contact with the sample and just outside the microwave cavity. Tempc--:rature 

measurements are rather inaccurate judged by the standarclc used f'or lovr 

temperature manganous'ion work, but they do not have to be: accurate 

because most of the solutions studied sho1t1ed almost no variation of 

linewidth with temperature. Temperatures quoted in these :~tudie;; <1rc 

accurate to ±2 dee;rees or so. More accurate values were obtained for 

.++ 
Nl and 0 0 containing solutions vrhere quoted temperatures are (SOod to 

c. 

about ±1°. 

l 
I 
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Briefly 

thc::;c methods involve manu.;;.l aclju::;t:·;;.::r:.t <:;o fields COl':tCS~)ondil~c:; ·l:-._, 

1n.9,}:irnuJJl first cleri~rati ·ve signals ti1c11 tD.c field. is ei tl1~r rneo..surcd by 

pea}~ first deri,.rativ-c se}JC.ratiorls arc Ti1easuT·cd. fra(;. tl1c cl1art a11d co11-

ve:c-ted to field units. All th:c-cc lines in the nitrosoclisulfonatc 

;.-;:~;·cctru!L1 ha-ve identical "\·Tidt:hs 1·.ritl1in ez:perirnento.l error so mcasurcrncnts 

'N"ere made on 'IThichever line 1vas handy. Line shapes ·v:ere checl-~ed in 

several solutions and all lines '..rere found to be quite accuratel,y 

Lorentzian. These incluC".'.cc~ dilute c.:-:.c'. ::::oncentrated nitrosodisulfornte 

ions and solutions broadened. by molec"t;_::_c.r oxygen and by all concentra-

tions of ferricyanide ion up to at least -5~· 

A values, defined here as 0::1e-hal:C the field difference bctl·.rccn 

the O'.'.tside lines, vrerc measurecl cli1~ectly on the magnet "FieldiCt.ln from 

line center to line center. Second orcler effects cause the s·plittinc;s 

bet-vreen the center line and the tHo outside lines to be different. Due 

to poor calibration of the 11 Fieldialn absolute A values measured mo.y be 

ina,ccurate. Yhis is not important here. A values are only compared 1-iith 

others obtained in the same '.Vay in order to get rela1cive i::1fornntion • 

. ·' 
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tain no paramacrnet:i.c species other tban nitrosod:i.culfonatc ion. 1\n 

examination of the data shm.,r::; that t.J-I is allnost indcpt~nthmt \)L tcmpcr:.d~urt~ 

but that there may be a slight trend tending to increa:3c lincwidtll:~ at 

higher temperatures. One also notes that there is a stronc; dependence 

of lincvridth on concentration and that the reproducibility of lincwidths 

in solutions of similar concentration is poor from one prepa.rat:i.on to 

the next. 

This poor reproducibility was expected and is due to dccompo:;it ion 

of the stock material and of the solutions. The lincwidth v;rriation 

with concentration is consistent with the work of Jones
40 

who used light 

absorbance to accurately measure nitrosodisulfonate ion conccntnJ.tion. 

Jones finds that linewidths in .OlM Fremy salt are about .7 gauss, and 

widths in .02M sait are about 1.4 gauss. So it wruld seem that the 

solutions used in this work were from 50 to 85% undecomposed. 

In addition, this work confirms the relationship discus::;ed by 

l.~o 
Jones between concentration and A value. At 20°C, at nominal con-

centra·t;ions of .02, .01, .005, and .0025M, A value shiftr; of 33, 15, 10 

and 4 milligauss respectively were observed. These o.re mea cured 1::L ·th 

respect to the A value extrapolated to infinite dilution. If meo.surcmcnt::; 

are accurate to ±2 milligauss, limits of error and shifts per mob.r cun-

centration are 3300±200, 3000±400, 4ooo±6oo and 3200±1200. 'I'hccc nwnbcrD 

are consistent with Jones 1 theory and about 75% undecomposecl l''re:my :~o.lt. 



Table XX 

Solution A(a) 

T°C L':ui 

21.3 1.174 

18.3 1.187 

14.0 1.179 

2L4(b) 1.061 

14.3 (b) 1.019 

Solution C(a) 

.02M K2 (so
3

)
2

No + .05M K2co
3 

T°C 61i 

21 oO 

~· .758 

a .722 / 

_Solution D(a) 

.02M K2 (s0 7 ) 2NO + .05M K2co_ - ~ - ) 
Diluted at const. ionic strength 

. vri th .OT£i K2co~ 

SoluJc ion ::/a) 

T°C t:;c l 

6.7 .Tn 

20.7 .783 

24.1 ~783 

39.4 .786 

Solution C(a) Diluted 

16 times vrith Or::', -- ro 
• )ii'J l\.2v -· 

) 

9 

Solution 

6H 

.220 

.199 

(a) 
E 

.02M K2(so.,) 2NO + 05'~1 i'\ CO / • '. 2 3 
Diluted ·vri'ch .071·~ K, ... ,co_ 

c. ) 

[(so
3

)
2

No] 2 - .. 61-I at 20.4° 

-------~------------------------
··;.-· 

.02 • 758. .02 .68!+ .661 

.01 ·: .459 .. 01 .~08 

.005 .342 .005 .291 .259 

.0025 .265 .0025 .239 .220 

.00125 .220 .00125 .212 .20~-
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T<::1ble XX (continued) 

Solution F( a) ('li' G(a) •. )o u ;lon , 
.022M K2(so

3
)2NO + .002M KH2Po4 .003M K:;( SO .. )

2
rw + .002~i CaCl0 

L ) G 

+ .004M K
2

HP04 + .02M K
2

Irr:'o11 + .00El5r-.1 l<H
2

Po1+ 

pH = 7 .5( c) 

T°C 6H T°C 61I 

2°C .602 7.05 .217 

21.6 .6oo 10.2 .235 

32.6 .622 13.5 .211-) 

19.4 .244 

23.7 .276 

(a) K2(so
3

)2No both as a solid and in solution shows a propensity to 

decompose an~ so concentrations of K2(so
3

)2No are only approxirrnte. 

The concentration qudted represents an upper limit. 

(b) These two runs were made eight da'ys after the first three. Apparent

ly about 10% of the [(so
3

)2No] 2- decomposed in this time. 

(c) This is the same ionic. strength as was used for Ni 
2

+ studies. I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
l 



the A value is unaffected by pE, or m~gc:: ·::oncentration, but that a 

variation :'.::c. :·_r:_·· --_c ::;trer!{;th ilas some e:'fcccc. A solution of nominally 

.OlJv.I Frerrr.f salt :_n .031·1[ :t<:,...,:HP0
4 

haci an A value shift of 10 milligauss at 
c: . 

20°. When K
2

:t-IP04 concentration ·v1as increased to .o6M ancl the Fremy ·, 

salt concentration was left unchanged the A value shift became 20 

. milligauss. This is because higher ionic strengths facilitate the 

approach of tv;o similarly charged ions, The mechanism for the collapse 

of the A values involves electron-electron exchange interaction by the 

close approach of t-vro nitrosodisulfonate ions. 

One puzzling observation concerns the effect of temperature on the 

A value • A nominally .02M Fremy salt solution in .05Ivl K
2
co

3 
had an A 

. •.ralue shift of 30 milligauss at 22° and a shift of 61 milligauss at 9° C. 

Th.is indicates an increase in exchange rate at l01ver temperatures, an 

increase which is not observed in the linei·ridth. The size of this 

·effect is very large compared to the estimated e/~erimental error. 

Table XXI shovrs results on broadening of nitrosociisulfonate ion 

spectra by other species of paramagnetic anions. Clearly any activa-

tion energy is very nearly zero 7 just as it is in self broadening. At 

lm-; concentrations; .OllVi, both Cr(CN)
6

-3 and Fe(CN)
6 

-3 contribute the 

same specific broadening, 6.5 gauss 1/mole. Higher concentrations 

·involve complications. 

. "iO 
Pearson and :Such/ report a specific broadening of ll gauss 1/mole 

_··for ~Cr(CN)6 1·rhich does not c::-mpare very vrell vrith the present 1wrk. 
·.. :.> . . 

Reading approximate values from their Fig. 2; it 1-rould appear that they 

measure a specific broadening of ll, 20, and 25 gauss l/mole for .01, .05 

and .llv; Cr(CN)
6

- 3 compared to the present values of 6.4, 6.9 and 9.5. 
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Table XXI 

Linewidths in K2 (SO) ) 2J\f0 Broadc rK:d by Par::.m:J.c;net i c i\n:ionD 

.011_2 K
3

cr(CN)
5
No(a) 

T°C NI L:J\s 
t{ /M(b) 

b) XS 

3.6 .377 .167 

20.2 .l~38 .188 17.1 

34.6 .441 .157 

.OlJvl K
3

Cr(CN),.-
- 0 

9.85 .280 .057 

20.2 .320 .070 6.4 

31.8 .349 .065 

.05!'i l)Cr(CN) 6 

9·75 -594. .371 

20.2 ·595 .3 1~5 6.9 

31.8 .603 .319 

.10!'i K
3

cr(CN)6 

22 1.173 -953 9.5 

.OL!'i l)Fe(CN)6 

7.45 .274 .o66 

20.4 .312 .062 6.5 

35.4 ·350 .o66 
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Table. XXI ( cont inv;ct) 

6H ;\'U 
"-"' XS 

.)59 .139 

.05M A., Fe( CN), 
. - _) . 0 

( ) 
• • 051'1 L CoCI:~,.- \ c 

) 0 

.25M 1CFe( CN) 6 - ) 

1.20 

4.47 

.gso 

I, \ 

1\T- 1,.\_0) 
L\l"[ 1'11 

...-~ ... ,..v 

2.8 

).3 

)
7 0 
'/ 

8.5 

(a) All solutions contain .002M K
2

( so
3 

)
2

NO +.05M K
2
co

3 
+ the concentra

tion ofcomplex salt.listed in columnheadings. 

(b) 

(c) 

6H /l'li is 6H divided by concentration of paramagnetic anion. 
XS XS 
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Pearson and Buch did not deoxyc;enate their sampl,•:.:, l!ut tlLi.r.; should 

make no difference since the effects of different rcluxn.t:Lon inducinc; 

. dd"t• 40 
agents 1s independent and. a 1 1ve. No explanation for the discrepancy 

is proposed.. 

K
3

cr(CN)
5

No is about 2.7 times more effective at broadeninG than 

The complicated. spectrum of Cr(CN)hNo-3 can 
) 

be observed in the same solution with nitrodisulfonate ion. Center lines 

of Cr(CN)
5
No-3 not overlapping nitrosodisulfonate spectral lines were 

observed. to have linewidths of 1.06, 1.14 and 1.27 gauss at 3.6°, 20.2° 

and 34.6°C respectively. These values are all less than those measured 

by Hayes21 who found approximately 1.2, 1.4 and. 1.6 gauss at the same 

temperatures and concentrations. Most likely Hayes had an oxyeen con

taminant in his samples. Cr(CN)
5
No-3 would not be expected to be, and 

is not found to be appreciably broadened. by the very low concentration 

.002M nitrodisulfpnate ions. 

Data shown in Tables XXII and. XXIII and..Fig. ll are for nitrosodisulfonate 

ion broadened by Ni +2 and by molecular oxygen, 02 . Here it is seen that 

_linewidth is a strong function of temperature, and. that specific brcaden-

ing is much larger than that produced by anions. Ni+2 was studied by 

Pearson and Buch at 25°C whose data are confirmed by this investigation. 

The line drawn through the Ni+2 data corresponds to an activation energy 

4 -1 
of .95 KCal M . 

Oxygen broadening has been observed before. 4o 
Jones reported that 

air saturated solutions of Fremy salt at room temperature have ESR lines 

uniformly .10 gauss wider than a degassed solution of the same salt con

centration. Hausser
41 

found that in air saturated solutions lines are 

.10 gauss wider and that oxygen saturated solutions show excess widths 
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e 0.002 M N ICI2 

6. Satd. 0 2 

o Lower cone. 0 2 

-0.14 '---------'-------'---------'-------1 
3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 

1000/T (°K) 

M U B 1.1956 

Fig. 11. Log ~~s vs 1000/T for solutions containing .OOZM K
2
( S0 3)2NO 

and NiClz or 0 2 • Exact concentrations of oxygen are not known. 
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Tab1e XXII ) 

Linewidths of 
2+(a 

K2(so
3

)2No Broadened by Ni 

T°C 6H .6JI xs 

1.50 1.303 1.095 

4.95 1.487 1.279 

5.65 1.472 1.264 

6.20 1.479 1.271 

7-90 1.562 1.354 

12.12 l. 71t9 1.541 

17.27 2.025 1.817 

18.80 2.080 1.872 

21.80 2.282 2.074 

22.25 2.278 2.070 

24.90 2.387 ~.179 

(a) Using a solution of .002M NiCl2 + .0022M K2(so
3

)2No + .002M K2HP01;. + 

.OOlM KH2P01;., deoxygenated and saturated with C02 at R.T. 

Table XXIII 

Linewidths of ~(so3 ) 2No Broadened by Molecular Oxygen.(a) 

21.9( c) 

. · 1$.0( c) 

21.3(c) · 

22.2 

14.0 

21.0 

13.8 

15.9 

17.5 

14.8 

. ,' . 

;·,, 

. ·: .. i ' 
• . ., ,t • • 

'i,;,..,. 

1.067 ± .025:" ,· 

·972 ±' .014 

1.047 ± .029 

.929 ± .019 

.795 ± .017 

.907 ± .001 

·779 ± .020 

.811 ± .016 

.822 ± .013 

• 780 ± .011 

'· 
'·. 
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. Table XXIII ~ corrtLm.ed) 

(a) In a solution of .0021v1 K~(,SO._ )
2

NO + .051'1 K,..,CO_ saturo.tcd. \·rith 0,.., 
c ) c ) c: 

at 0°C then scaled. Points are listed in the so.mc order as they 

vicre obtained. 

(' \ 
'0 I Measurements \•Jere rnade rather quickly at each temperature so the 

dissolved oxygen 1wuld. not equilibriate vri th 13aseous ox:rgcn • 

. (c) The first three measuremen'cs >,.;ere made vrith fresh solution; the 

remainder with the same solution kept at R.T. for one d<\f• 

of • 75 gauss at room temperature. This is consistent Hith do.ta in 

Table XXIII v1hich show excess.·widths of about ·~75 gauss .at·2Q
0

• 

Ox-ygen solutions shovr temperature hysteresis, and they decompose 

with time. In Fig. ll points on the upper curve are fresh solution 

. and those on the ·lo"i-rer curve are from the same solution after one do.y. 

F,ystere~is is pa~tly due to the different solubility of oxygen at the 

different temperatures; and the slm-r rate of approach to an equilibriwn 

concentration. Because of this slm; drift) the oxygen concentro.. tion at 

any one measured poin'c and the very next point should be roughly the 

same. The excess linewidths of points from fresh solution lie ori o., 

curve defined by an activation energy of about 5.6 Kcal/mole. Points 

on the lovrer curve indicate 4.!+ Kcal/mole. Agre!2J'llent is poor ·out not 

too distrubing considering the presence of the hystere.sis problem. 

lt is clea:r that the activc:.tiop energy of oxyc;chated .solutions is 

similar-to the 4.95 Kcal/mole observed in Ni+2 solutions. /mother 

similarity is found in the specific broadening produced by the t1·ro 

species. The oz:ygenated solution vras prepared by saturo.tion l·rith oxyc;cn 
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at atmosphere pressure at 0°C. The saturated oxyc;en concentration u.t 

this temperature is .0022M, at 25° it is .0012M. Specific broadening 

is then to a first approximation between abrut 400 and 700 gauss 1/mole. 

'rhis is to be compared with a value of 94o gauss 1/mole found by Pearoon 
. . . 

and Buch29 for Ni+2 ions at 25°, and by an approximate 1080 gauss 1/mole 

in this study of Ni+2 ions at 25°. 

Decomposition of nitrosodisulfonate ions is accelerated by some of 

the materials used for broadening. Ni+2 and 02 did not seem to reduce 

the lifetime though they could have an effect. At high pH, arow1d ll. 5 

in .05M K2co3 ~ ~Cr(CN):fO solutions are not stable long, perhaps only 

a half hour or so. At lower pH, say around 10. 5, these solutions de-

compose too fast for easy observation. At pH 10.5 solutions of 

K)Cr(CN)6 are found to.be stable for days. K)Fe(CN)6 solutions are 

intermediate between these two. 

Quantitative kinetic measurements were made in several samples. The 

size of the ESR signal was measured every minute, without changing gain 

or other controls. Linewidth was also checked as a function of time, 

but in these runs it was nearly constant. Results are: 

In 

the half life of nitrosodisulfonate ion is 49 minutes. The reaction was 

followed over a period of 80 minutes and a plot of log of ESR signal 

versus time is a nice straight line. 

In 

the half life was 21 minutes. K3co(CN)6 ·is stable, diamagnetic and it does 

not broaden the ESR lines of nitrosodisulfonate ion. 

In 

the half life is ll minutes. 

\ 

I 

l 
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In 

the half life is l1 minutes. 

It can be aeeL that the half life is independent of nitrosodisulf-

· onate concentration, is proportional to KCI'J concentration, and is in-

· versely proportional to K
3

Fe( C:i'i) 6 concentration. Presw14.-:. bly the KCN 

dependence is a pH ef~2ct. Rates 

substituted for KCN. 

~varj in the .same -:..·ra:l o..s K
2
co_ is 

) 

Murib and Ritte)9 found that decomposition of pure nitrosodisulf-

onate solutions is acid catalysed, and they postulate that a protonat'ed 

in·cermediate reacts i·rith other radicals to form the finet.l products 

nitrous oxide, nitrous acid and sulfate. In this case perhaps the 

protonated intermediate reacts vTi th Fe( CN) 6 -S to form Fe( CN) 
6

:-:)+ and 

the other final products. 

D. Conclusions 

'Yne 5 kcal per mole· activation energy in the reaction bctvn~en 

nitrosodisulfonate ion and Ni+2 is considerably.more than can be 

accounted for by 'the theory of Pearson and Buch. 29 t The ne>·r theory pro-

. posed in the introduction to this section involving rapid equilibri Ui11 

between free ions and ion pairs is consistent with these ;reasuremcnts. 

·.The proposed theory for molecular oxygen broadening is also consistent 

·. vrith observations~ ·Complications from Ni(P...Po4) complexes are ic;norec1 . 

. ; 

Anion broadening must be the result of quite a different mechani::;m. 

An activation energ-,t of zero requires either an exact cancellation of 

,two mechanisms or a mechanism independent of thermal motion. 

One such mechanism could be visualized as long ranee dipole-dipole 

interaction by all of the paramagnetic ions in a large volume'elDncnt 

around a nitrosodisulfonate ion ·Hhich is being relaxed. The object of 
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,.. 
-o 

this mechanism is to ma~e up the very small r term for each of t11e 

interionic distances with large numbers of interacting ions. 

Starting from a radius b around the ion, the ion atmosphere of 

concentration M moles per liter contributes 

\ ...6 . 
L r jk = 
k 

where N = 6 x 1023. 

00 

4rrMN r -6 dr = 
103 '-b r 

Van Vleck
42 

derived the equations for dipole-dipole relaxation in 

a system of dispersed paramagnetic centers. He finds 

so 

now for a gauss ia.n line the second moment is related to the deri va ti ve 

width, 6H, by the relation 

therefore 

l AU2 
= 4 Llll 

16 
15 

k 

let us make b the radius of t.he volume element which includes just one 

ion, then 

b3 3ooo· 
and I -6 (~~)2 = 47iNM rjk ... 

k 

and 

Lili = l6TIN~~MJ s~s + l~ 

3ooo.JJ£ 



· ... 
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B"y ca::..c.lation this 
-.L 

n:ole 

betv;een 2 a;:Ii lO ti;'T!es more thc:u1. the observed value::; o Anotllcr problem 

is it predicts a Gaussio.::: :::..::.r:eshape anc!. ti1c real shapes are almost 

exactly Lorentzian. 

The Lorentz ian line shape 1·1ith a s:::o.LLer effecti vc broacicning can 

be produced if a correlation time is idcTocluced. This corrclo.tion time 

could average out the interaction and give the observed line shapc,but 

at the same time it must not introduce an activation enerc:Y· ;,;iotional 

< - .!- • - 6 - , . t , l . . . . , . ' moau.lavlon of r i·iOU.iQ ln rocmce a corre a·clOD ·elmo but; at the 

time Vie i·ioulci expect a resultant activation energy close to 3 o 5 Kcal 

and this is not observed. iu'l additional objection to the modulated 

dipole-dipole interaction is the fact that line i·iidths do not follm-i 

the order of the electronic dipole moments; Cr( CN) 6-3 and Fe( Ci'r) 6 -) 

have three and one. unpaired electrons, respectively, but gi ·.,re the same 

broade.ning. The 'dipole-dipole interaction equation will ahm.ys contain 

a dependence upon JS( S+l) o The observed broadening does not sho1·r this 

dependence. 

Under these circnastances it seems clear that dipole-dipole inter-

action is not the predominant one for the broadening by anions, and since 

for (so
3

)2No=
2 

itself He kno-vT that exchange interaction ic predominant; 

. it see111s that the only reasonable assumption is that thiG is also true 

for the other anions. ;;- . )+2 - , . , .L.- - , Van v.lecK nas cascusseei vne means '\·mcrcby 

exchange interaction 11 narro\,TS 11 a line -by increasing the i'curth moment 

.and given a Lorentzian line with a in~inite second moment. A dct~ilccl 

calculation of exchange interaction. does not seem possible at this t:L11c_.. 

but the narroi'r ESR spectrwll for 

( ) 
._? 

with so
3 2

NO - than does broad 

Cr( CNL,No -) must exchange more rcaciily 
) 

7. 7. 

Cr(CN) 6-.::; and very brwcl Fc(CN)6-.::;. 
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If exchange between (so
3

)2No-
2 

and Cr(CN)
5
No-3 is important then one 

would expect different linewidths for the three hyperfine components 

since these two ions have different g values. This point 1-ras not 

checked, but it would be an excellent method of confirming the exchange 

mechanism. 

' ' 

I 
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APPEND DC 

HIGH POHER ESR SPECTROMETER 

A major effort was made to observe direct saturation in materials 

with Tle relaxation times of 10-9 sec. or less. Failure does not prove 

the idea is impossible, rather it is a result of some rather unfortunate 

choices. 

A microwave power source at 3000 me. was obtained. With this 

frequency, typical paramagnetic materials absorb power at static mag-

netic fields near 1000 gauss.· Water is quite a bit less lossy at 

3000 me. than at higher frequencies, and samples and apparatus can be 
I 

large for easy construction, heat dissipation, etc. At the time this 

project was started medium power sources were more esaily available at 

this frequency than at others, although more recent developments have 

now made higher frequency, high power sources readily available. Several 

hundred watts of microwave power are necessary to saturate the lines of 

interest. 

The microwave frequency RF magnetic field strength H1 can be found 

. 43 
by 

H 2 
1 = CQP 

vV 

where C is a constant dependent on geometry, sample placement and cavity 

mode. Q is the cavity quality factor which is to very good approxirration 

cavity frequency in cycles divided by the width of the cavity resonance 

at half power in cycles. P is power absorbed by the .cavity. v is fre-

quency in cycles, and V is cavity colume. If one builds a TE012 mode 

rectangular cavity from a conventional s .. band waveguide one vmveeuide 
·;r. 

waveleneth long, then V = 3L~o em) and C is approximately 16.0. Jvbking 
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the reasonable. (even conservat:lvc) assumptions and c:uc~<;c~-' ti1at Q, 

P == 100 vratts 
2 . 

and v = )000 rile., then El 3l.4 " c. 
c;aus~.; . . iu.1 ESR 

2000, 

. resonance Usinc; the above 
0 

assui'Ylptions_, the resonance is half _saturated if T1 == T2 = 10-u sec., 

corresponding to a linewidth of 6.5 gauss. Since all the assu.mptions 

Were cc:mserwtiv'e this iirte "6_:·5 ,gauss; i·Ticie cou.ld Certainly be hal: 

satur.ated, and, given good signal-_ tci noise, T
1 

could be accurately 

measured (at ,lea;st to one significant figure) in such a line. More 

speculative .estimates wou;Ld C!,ll()lv an .increase in Q and P by a factor 

of tvro each and a decreas~. in 'v ,by a factor of three. If all these 

changes prov~d practical a ~iA~ .15 gaJ~s wide could be half saturated 
'• ., 
·'· 

if T
1 

== T
2

. ·Clever cavity destgn 'could increase this even more. V 
. ·.-:z· 

is proportional to 
-] othe;r things being equal, a ChCLD[;C fra.11 v . so 

to X-band (3· to 10 Gc.) iWUld allmr one to run 
_,_ _,_, 

one-ven~,n: the power 

and· still do as vrell. 

In retrospect, it· >vould seem that higher frequencies should be 

better for straight saturation. If the eA.'P er:L11ental equiprnent is 

s 

equivalent, the pavrer required vrruld be much easier to handle. It is 

fortunate hmvever that these considerations were not understood at the 

time. As it turns out, the final DI\T spectrometer developed probably 

. >·rork's best at just about the frequency and power originally chosen for ESR. 

A. Raytheon QK625 baclmard vrave oscillator (E'i'JO) '\vas purch::tsed, alone; 

·. ,,;ith several pmver supplies for operating the tube. These pmrer supplies 

must be very stable because in a J5d0 both output frequency and amplitude 

are determined by input.voltages. Hith no resonant structure in the tube 

there is no inherent stabilj_ ty as there is in a ldyctron occillo. tor. One 

of the necessary po~Ter supplies was not availo.ble c OIDJ11ercio.lly, so a 

3000 to ~-000 volt).· hal_f ampere regulated pmrer supply 1-:as desic;ned and built. 
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Regulation of this supply is about .1% for a 10% chance in line voltage 

and ripple is something like .1 volts under load. This amount of 

regulation was later found to be barely adequate for the intended use, 

but it is good enough for the different apparatus used in the later 

successful experiments. 

The BWO could be phase locked to a reference frequency, but the 

lock was far from perfect. Average frequency remained constant but 

much FM and AM noise remained. The BWO was also locked to a reference 

cavity with similar results. 

A reflection type spectrometer was built using this BWO as a source, 

but no signals at all were seen on a crystal detector. This is because 

cavities cannot be reliably coupled to the point where they reflect 

milliwats when the incident power is hundreds of watts. Even if they 

could (and indeed such coupling is not impossible) small power supply 

deviations, : bumpipg · the waveguide, a bubble in the sample flow or 

some other unpredictable occurrence could cause a ;spike of pmver up to 

the multiwatt level which is sufficient to burn out the detector crystal. 

Large attenuators must therefore be placed between the cavity and the 

detector crystal, and these attenuators reduce the signal as well as the 

carrier power. Crystal detectors and cormnercially available bolometer 

detectors operate only at powers of a milliwatt and below, and are un-

sensitive in such a high power reflection spectrometer. This spectra-

meter needs a detector which operates at about ten watts. Ideally it 

should not burn mit at powers less than 100 watts. 

High power low noise detectors are not available, and a search of : ~-

the literature revealed no possibilities except for bolometora. Boln-

meters, also known as barretters, are wires heated by the microwave power 
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to be detected. Resistance of the wire is a function of tem1.Jcrature so 

a moni taring DC cuxrent generates a voltage across the 1..-ire Hhich is a 

fti.nction of its tempero.ture a:1d. therefore a fur.ction of the incident 

microi·rave p01·rer. Light bulbs and other filaments Here lit '>'iith micro

Have pm·rer and used as bolometers. Some problems v:ere encoun-tered 

achievine; U..."'lifor:n terr:pero.ture on the v::ixe. Matching problems cause 

hot spots, but this problem could be solved by good engineerinG. 

TI'1e normal, DC bias method of signccl recovery causcdtrouble. Out-

pUt Si(Snals are at very lo'IV levels, at very loH impedances and the 

associated electronics are disturbed by pick-up from tt.e equipment. 

These problems are solved if a photocell detects light output from the 

hot Hire. Sensitivity is better, high output voltages require no pre-

amplification anci the photocell can be shielded to prevent piclmp. 

:Noise levels seem to b:e the same. But bolometers are still impractical. 

None was found vlith a thermal time constant of faster than .1 sec. and 

·at· the same time V-'ith high pov.rer capabilities, although time constants 

faster than this are seen at just belmv the point of burnout. Time 

constants less than .01 sec. are needed for ease of modulation and for 

lmr noise, so vork on bolometers •·ms ciropped. 

ESR spectra i·rere seen at high .. ·pmrer using a ne,,r type of detector 

in '.·rhich a DC discharge is used in a manner analogous to a bolometer. 

P..F 'povrer dissipa,ted in a plasma driven by a constant DC current cauccs 

th~ DC. vcl.ta.sc acro::;s t:.h~ plasma t1i scharge to drop. Under certain 

conditions the sensitivity and low noise characteristics exceed tho::;e 

of the best available crystal detectors. 

NE-2 and NE-51 gas discharge tul1es filled 1vi th lovr pressure (about 

1 T!h"!l.) neon are cormnercially availar)le and very inexpensive. 'l";.'1cy are 

meant to be used as dial lights: relaxatj_on oscillators
1 

etc. Both types 
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have a cylindrical gas volume about .5 by 1 em. containit"l{; two p::trCl.llel 

wire electrodes spaced one or h10 mm. apart. 

If a resistor ( 100 KD to 1 Mfl) is pl:1.ced in series Hi th this bulll 

and a 65 volt battery, a DC discharge will start. The di~;chCl.rge voltage 

between the electrodes is typically 50 to 55 volts. If em ill' voltage 

is applied across the electrodes, for instance through a snnll capacitor, 

the DC discharge voltage drops by the: RJ:. root mean square 

voltage. - '. 

This detector does not work well below 10 me. and not at o.ll below 

1 me. Tests at 30 me. show that good S-band crystal diodes always ex-

hibit better noise figures than the plasma detector. At S-band (3000 me.) 

however, the plasma shows some advantages. Perhaps it would be even 

better at higher frequencies where crystal detectors encounter problems. 

While this work was in progress a similar detector was reported. N. 

44 
H. Farhat :found·that an AR-9 argon bulb could be used o.s a free field 

high power microwave detector. He suggests that detection involves an 

increase-in electron temperature by an amount 6T proportional to E
2

, 
e 

the magnitude of the electric field vector which is proportional to 

power density P. He assumes that in a DC biased discharge, current 

increases by an amount 61 proportional to 6T n, where n is some un
e 

· determined humber, then: · 

In an AR-9 bulb with 1~25 ma. DC bias at 2.85 Gc., Farhat finds 

good pulse respon~e (~5 microsec. rise time), .n = .77 and c4 = 38 ~v./ 

(mw./cm2 ) in the equation 6V = c4Pn. No noise figure or CW measure

ments vrere made. No mention is made of neon bulbs, but the o.rgon bulb 

was probably chosen because of its much more rapid response to puL;es. 
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C,..ystaj_, a·nd pla~m~ o' "'tc c+or ...... 1·,'"~="''r·e c· o~.·-,:._).'·1,T'l'.~'q ·l)·_•_.·;L·; r-:·_·_,, (~L·•. •,_'I' •. -J·'-,l'L--'-" c O-i1.:crollcd 
~ • ' . "'"·"'" .c. v ,;, ' ~ • • ' - ,, •• ·- - - - J 

··experimental conditions. In the tests clc::;cribcci. in t:nc follov<in,s section 

both t;y'})es of detectors 1·1ere properly ;-.:.'l.tchcd. >:c..tch i·J[LS c11ed~ed by 

observing reflected. pu.:cr. Crystals ·•,;ere operated in a conuncrcial· ·"'ave-

guide mount (FXR). Plasma detectors ·,.;ere mounted in a coo.xial trans-

former designed to match the fu7 impedance of the plasma, anci then they 

'\-'Jere fine tm;ed with a double slug ferri"ce impedance ma"cchine; cievice. 

Pm,rer '\·ras supplied by a He-;vlett-Paclmrci 8616/1. S-bancl sie;nal generator, 

1·ri th level variable from over l 1mr. to -130 clbm ( 130 db oe..Lm.r l m·.-r., 

. . 10-16 ) l.e., watts . Power calibration -v:as checked l·.rith a bolometer poi·Ter 

meter. Crystals lvere run into lo1·r-noise, properly ma. tched audio pre-

amplifiers, but plasma detector outputs were not prco.Jnplified since the 

audio level is already quite high. Very lm.r level audio modulation 1·1as 

applied to the micrm·rave carrier and used to measure noise fie;urc. Ou.t-

put signals at the modulation frequency Here amplified in a narrmr band 

· a.-nplifier ·(bandwidths l cycle to 30 cycles) then run into a phase sensitive 

detector and displayed on a meter. Noise level is estimated by observine; 

the meter_, and the modulation percentage necessary to increase this level 

ten .times is :measured. Modulation percentage can then re related to a 

. signal power which can be co.-npared to the theoretical thermal noise power 

Pn = kTB to obtain a noise figure. At )OO'?K. in a 30 cycle banciHidth the 

noise povrer is -99 dbm. 

About 30 NE-2 and I\TE-51 gas bulbs ·Here tested. A fe-..r bad bulbs 

·.showed noise figures l1-0 db -vrorse than the best ones. The avc::ragc bulb 

\vas perhaps 5 db 1-JOrse than the best: an NE-5Uf l·lhich l·ras consistently 

about 3 db better than any other. Close examination sho',.,red a correlation 

behreen the visible discharge and noise figures. The best bulb hacl ex-

tremely paro.::..lel electrodes. Its DC discharge l·ias steady anci the visible 
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portion covered the whole of one electrode. The 1-.'0l'D\ .. 1mlb al::;o had 

parallel electrodes, but its discl1arge flickered bud: and J'orth c.tlong 

the electrodes. Intermediate bulbs had nonparallel electrodes or im-

perfections so that the discharge vras smaller and localil'.ed. Magnetic 

fields of 5000 gauss were used to vastly improve the discharge geometry 

of the poor bulbs. A magnetic field can move the discharc;e from one 

point to another or can stabilize a flicker. The best bulb Has not 

improved by a field. Results reported are only for the best bulb tested. 

The NE-51H neon bulb when excited by one milliwatt at 3000 me. 

changed its DC operating level by 3. 4 volts. Noir>e output Has somewhat 

dependent on DC current, but independent of RF power; noise showed no 

frequency dependence from 20 cycles to 10 kc. At modulation frequcncie s 

above 10 kc. the detection efficiency drops. The minimum detectable 

signal with lOo% modulation, a 1000 cycle signal and a 30 cycle bandwidth 
;..]_O 

was -65 .dbm (3 X 10· - watts). 

Noise figures are a function of carrier power, and they tend to de-

crease as power is increased. Some measured values are: 18 db at -15 dbm, 

20 db at -5 dbm, 16 db at +5 dbm, and 11 db at + 15 dbm. These noise 

·figures were measured with modulation frequencies of both 1 kc. and 100 

cycles, but no frequency dependence was found. Precision of ther>e 

measurements is good. They scatter about 1 db from one independent 

measurement to the next. Accuracy is another matter, but vihile large 

systematic errors are quite possible they do not matter since crystal 

noise figures were measured in just the same way. Errors are thouc;ht 

likely to cancel in comparisons between different detectors. 

Crystal noise figures ·Here measured in about 10 specimens. 'l11C bc:.;t 

was· a Sylv..tnia :U~21E, with a lN23EH and a Jv"JA42311 within one db of the 
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surplus li'J23 t,.::, ~--:;;, from a used radar set -,.;a::; 2'5 C::.b 1·.-orse. Ti1c optimt"L'":l 

noise fiGUre is fotJ.t:.d at different lJO"'dCrs fOl" different cr:ystals. rrlie 

best lN2lE is opt:iJnum at -15 dbm; the lN23ER i::; best a-'c -25 clbm. 

Results for the best :UIJ2lE are: at 1000 cycles moclulo:tion freq;_1ency 

measured noise figQre is 9db at -15 dbm; clb 

at +5 dbm. At 100 cycles modulation frequency the noise fit;·urcs :.1re 

21 db at -15 dbm: 27 db at -5 dbm and 37 db e/c +5 dbm. These Vc"J.lue::; can 

oe ,, - ' - L:-3 -compared with those oo-c.auleQ by Fener 1mo found Kiti1 1000 cycle 

modulation for a l.LIJ23C, noise fic;ures of 17 db:. at -15 clbm) 19 db at 

-5 dbm and 25_db at +5 dbm. Feher 1 s crystal ·vras probably not as GOOd 

as the recently developed_ :UIJ21E. His results are abo1..l.t the so..rnc as 

found in this ·vrork for the average crystal. The crystal r s mini:-:':cm, cle-

tectable signal \·..ritl1out .F~ O:La.s is th(2 sa1ne as t:be plo.sllio. dctcctorr s., 

-65 dbm 1dth 1007·~· 1000 cycle :~iodulc~t:i.o:;. 2-nd a 30 cycle receiver ·oancl-

tha::-1 a cr~v·stal for 1000 c~rcle modt.llation at po"l'i·ers alJo,Je one n1ill:i:·.-... .J.tt .. 

For 100 cycle modulation it ··.is al·h'a~rs better than the Rbcst cr~rs.;cc:,l .. 

Some general observations concerning the opcro/cion of these devices 

can be made. Best sensitivity is obtained ·vri th the loHcst DC current 

that \·Till sustain a _discharc;e. Optimwn signal to noise ratio \-till be 

found in the general region of low DC current; but not necessarily at 

the lowest possible value. Changing the polarity of the DC bias chctn[_;es 

l10t SJ..[;nificantl:v .. belo~·T one milli1dO.tt., Eo.ch o·ul!J CC.:tGCG detecting 

abruptly as pm·;er is increased past some characteristic value. H::my 
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bulbs stop operating at +5 dbm, the best <JUit a~; +J) cii.m. \·nwn JliMCr L; 

f:;xcessive the discharge color changes from the normal neon \~n·anr;c-red 

to a purple characteristic of RF discharges in neon, and the discharge 

can be maintained without DC bias. Very great RF power c~:;u:;cs sputtering 

of the electrodes and blackening of the bulb. AR-4 argon filled bulbs 

were tried with very poor results. 

An NE-5lH bulb was tried as a detector in a 100 cycle, S-band, 

low power ESR spectrometer and compared with the best crystal detector 

available. Nice ESR signals were seen and this test verified the plasma. 

detector's 100 cycle superiority, but of course such a spectrometer is 

no match for a 100 kc. crystal set up. 

These little gas discharge bulbs are interesting and easy to use to 

elucidate the general principles of plasma detectors, but if they can only be 

used to +15 dbm they are not much use as high power detectors; so a 

special high power plasma device was developed, using the insights gJ.ined 

in neon bulb studies. War surplus 72lA TR tubes were converted to plasma 

detectors. For a physical description, pictures and dimensions of these 

tubes see the MIT Radiation Laboratory series. 45 The device consists of 

two cones in a glass chamber, coaxial, with apices pointed at each other. 

Contact rings, outside the glass are provided at the base of en.ch cone. 

A waveguide was modified so that a 72lA tube could be centered in 

tl1c waveguide with axes parallel to the microwave electric vcctor:3 and 

with contact rings touching the opposite broad walls. When filled with 

a suitable gas and with a plasma struck between the cones the device was 

found to detect, but inefficiently. It only abstracted n.bout 5% of the 

energy traveling down the guide. 
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Broadband detectors are not needed for an ESE :~~;_l·~:ct.ro;;:c·t.c;.' r~o the 

i·raveguide section containing the detector •::as turncc. into a t-uned co.vity 

by placing a coupling ;-rinc,m: at one end and a movable short at the other· 

The distance from the coupling HindoH to the center line of the 72l/\. 

tube 1·ras approximately co_lculated, then experi111entally o.ct,:justed to be 

3/4 vmvelength at the detection frequency 3100 me. H~'1en properly tuned, 

this cavity detector absorbs lOO% of the incident po-.-:er. At pm-:crs of 

about one millivratt it is inferior to neon light bulbs, but pm-.'ers of 

one :vratt ·are·:easily handled ·Hith improved sensitivity. 

L"le• .. gas in the orie;inal tul)es 45 is a mi-'Cture of H2 and H2o '>·rhich 

makes an inefficient detector. Ot-;her gasses vhich viere tried o_re He, 

Ne, Ar, Ne + He, Hg
2 

+ He, and air. Pressures v:ere varied 'l'lhile the 

detector 1·ras connected to a vacuum line. Of this limited set of go.sses, 

the best high povrer detector 1-.ras found to be pure heliu.!l at 25 min. press-

ure,. but the resulting detector does not vrork ·Hell at lm·: poKers (about 

. one rrrvr.). No noise figure e.ilasurements vtere made, hmrever the impression 

remains that noise figures are not as good as those measured for neon 

bulbs. This might be because the tips of the. cones, while blunt, o.re 

still too sharp and not uniform enough. L11provements could surely be mo.dc. 

The 72li-\ detector described 1-ras put in the high pmrcr 100 cycle 

mQdulated spectrometer and nice signals '\·rere seen of .2 rv; lV]n30L, nnd 
' 

CuS04 solutions: vlith a signal to noise ratio of from 10: l to 100: :]_. 

·Since no signals at all could be seen lvith crysta.l detectors; plasma 

detectors represent con&iderable improvement; but these signals are still 

orders of magnitude noisier than would be predicted by theory. Further 

inves-tigation shm;ed the source of this noise to be the ruo l1ich pm·rcr 

source; not the detector. 
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Tests of the FHO, :free running and lockc!l j_n, :;hrY.:vd V·~:·y j_nti_~nc;l~ 

noise sidebands. At first only those of 60 cyclec-: a;id [i:cJ';;Jonic:> Hl:rc 

seen. Both the preamplifier and phase detector ucro. modified so tlwt 

at highest gain the amplifier saturated with one millivolt of 86 cycle 

input, but was unaffected if the input 1vas plugged into a 115 volt line 

socket. The amplifier had a bandwidth of one or two cycles and exton-

sive trapping for 60 and 120 cycles. This did not help much, sir;nals 

were still poor because the B\IW puts out a great deal of rn.ndom noise. 

Several tests showed this noise is not from the power supplie.s, but 

instead seems to be an inherent property of the tube. The noise output 

contains a 1/f contribution, but the noise is still very bad at 100 kc. 

100 kc. modulation was tried at high power and a crystal detector gave 

barely detectable signals with .1M Cuso4 . 

At this point the DNP spectrometer was developed and no further 

work was done on ~SR. 
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l~IGUP-E CAPT :LONS 

Block diagram of dynamic nuclear polarization spec Lromcter. 

Parabolic S-band cavity used in DNP spectrometer. 111c n.r.Tmvs 

show the direction of sample flow. 

Quartz S-band cavity used in ESR spectrometer. '.J,he outside 

of the cavity is silvered and it is attached at the upper 

end to S-band •.vave guide. 

ESR spectrum of 0.01 !::'! voso4 
at 9070 me and 30°C. 

ESR spectrum of o.o1 !::'! voso4 
at 3120 me and 30°C. 

The enhancement spectrum in the region of the m = l/2 tran-

· sit ion of VO +
2

. The points are experimental and the curve 

uses Lorentz ian line shape functions with line >vidths de-

rived from the ESR spectrum. 

Linewidths vs temperature for .05M Mn(Clo
4 ) 2 in .5M Na(Cl0

4
) 

(filled circles) and in .5M NaCl (6). A constant .go gauss 

has been subtracted from all the points marked 6. 

Log &Ixs/[Br -] vs 1000/T for various manganous ion solutions 

containing bromide ion. 

Log 6Hx
8
/[Br-J vs I

1
/

2
/(l+I

1
/

2
) at l4o, 160 and l90°C. for 

manganous ion solutions containing bromide ion, :.;hmving the 

effect of ionic strength. Lines in the figure are uniformly 

drawn with the theoretical slope through the extn~me ric;ht 

hand data point. 

Log vs 1000/T including theoretical points 

(at 1000/T = 2.31) and three sets of experimental: d:Lta. 

Lines are dravm 1rith a slope of 5.45 kcal/mole. 

and NiCl2 or 02. Exact concentrations of oxygen are not knovm. 
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